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TOURIST ROUTE "THE HERITAGE OF DOBRUDJA“.  

The cross-border and transnational, NATURAL, MOVABLE AND IMMOVABLE HERITAGE" 

is a fusion of cultural, historical, natural and tourist routes. 

 

 It includes historical sites in Romania and Bulgaria - interrelated and strongly tied to 

the ancient civilizations thriving in these lands. The emphasis is on the Roman civilization 

and its ancient heritage legacy on the territory of Dobrudja. The route is a natural brige 

embracing different cultural identity and diversity. It effectively promotes dialogue and 

tolerance, especially in today's context of European Union and the globalized world. 

Dobrudja is a historical area currently shared by Romania and Bulgaria, nested 

between the lower Danube River and the Black Sea coast. Today, the region is inhabited 

by more than 2.5 million people speaking Bulgarian and Romanian. 

Dobrudja falls in the temperate continental climate zone (Cfb), with distinguished 

four seasons and relatively mild weather compared to most parts of Europe i.e. Central, 

Eastern and Northern Europe. This serves as an important advantage for the development 

of the cross-border region as a year-round tourist destination. 

The favorable geographic location determines the strong potential and future of 

Dobrudja. Over the past millenias, this remarkable region emerged as an important 

corridor to the Balkans, incorporating the vast steppe territory that stretches over two 

continents. For centuries, it has been a cradle of ancient cultures and civilizations, a 

cross road of advanced civilizations, and an arena of violent clashes. Here we have 

numerous settlements, forifications and sanctuaries - an intersection of many important 

trading routes. The region was chosen by strong tribal communities and became a 

strategic border of  most powerful ancient Empires. 

The oldest monuments discovered on the territory of Dobrudja are ceramic tools 

from the time of the Early Stone Age (10 thousand years BC). They are found in caves 

along the banks of today's low-water rivers of Dobrudja. The earliest remains of 

settlements are from the time of the New Stone Age and the Stone - Copper Age (from 7 

000 to 4 000 years BC). Some of these settlements are open, with a large area. Others are 

concentrated in limited space and form village mounds. During this time, the territory of 

today's Dobrudja was an important part of one of the most advanced ancient civilizations 

in the prehistoric world. Representative for this ancient and advanced Neolithic culture is 

the “Statue of the Thinker”. The most remarkable evidence from the Eneolithic Age is the 

world’s oldest processed gold. The discoveries of the Varna necropolis, showcased in this 

museum, are unique. 

The distinction of the advanced prehistoric civilization followed the migration of 

numerous nomadic tribes from the East (Indo-Europeans), that gave birth to a new era 
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known as the Bronze Age. The main cultural communities of landowners and stock-

breeders emerged on a global scale during this period. The territory of today's Dobrudja 

emerges as an important “bridge” that connects the nomads inhabiting the Eastern 

European steppes with the advanced agricultural civilizations on the territory of the 

Balkan Peninsula. Dobrudja will sustain its key connecting role in the coming millennia 

when eastern horse-riding people will pass or settle south of the Danube river. 

The first artifacts date back to the beginning of the first millennium BC and 

represent primitive iron weapons and tools typical for the early Thracian-Getae culture. 

Due to its strategic location on the road to the wealthy South, the land of today's 

Dobrudja became target for the raids of the Kimerians invading from East. The most 

powerful and devastating were the raids of the Scythians, who plundered the area and 

destroy many of the local settlements and finally settled in the steppe territories in the 

region. Concurently, the Black Sea region underwent heavy colonization by the Hellenic 

polis. The migrants settled and ackquired local and important areas along the coast, 

creating a dense harbor network on the road between the Straits and the Crimean 

Peninsula. The newly established colonies soon emerged as important economic centers 

connecting the key centers of the highly developed Mediterranean civilization. With the 

accumulation of wealth by the Black Sea ports, the plunder campaigns of the Scythian 

tribes also intensified. The march of Darius I, the most powerful ruler of its time, ruined 

the lands of the Getae, who were the only one to resist the Skythian invaders. During 

another major military campaign, 200 years later, Philip of Macedonia defeated the 

Scythians, killing their ruler Atheus and pushing them North of the Danube. The march of 

Alexander the Great against the tribes also passed through the lands of the Getaes. The 

Getae Kingdom reached its “golden age” after the split of the Macedonian Empire that 

has stretched over three continents. The most glorious episode from the Getae's history is 

related to the march of Basil Lysimah against the local Getae ruler Dromichaetes. The 

Macedonian leader and heir of Alexander that Great was defeated, surrounded and forced 

to make a dynastic marriage with the family of the great Getae king.The invasions of the 

Celtic tribes, the late Scythians, and the early-Saxon tribes that followed, weakened the 

Getae Kingdom, and later became part of the great Dacian-Getae tribal union of 

Bourebista.  

During 1st century AD, the lands of today's Dobrudja were an important part of the 

Roman border province of Moesia. These territories became the arena of some of the 

most violent battles of the Roman Empire during the war against the Dacian tribes of 

Decebal. The great victory of Rome is immortalized in a huge memorial complex 

(Tropaeum Traiani), whose remarkable remnants today evoke respect and astonishment. 

Under Roman rule today's Dobrudja are included in the Roman province of Lower Moesia, 

and here life is flourishing. Major roads were built along the Danube and the Black Sea 

coastline and many new and rich settlements emerged, and the area became more 

densely populated, even exceeding the current population. New settlements emerge, and 

the older ancient Greek colonies develop. Histria, Tomis (Constanța), Callatis (Mangalia), 

Dionysopolis (Balcic), Durostorum (Silistra) become large economic, administrative, 

miliatry, religious centers. Along the Danube, fortifications are built, such as Aegyssus 

(Tulcea), Noviodunum (Isaccea), Carsium (Hârșova), Capidava, Axiopolis (Cernavoda), 
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while others are erected in the center of the province, on the road from Aegyssus to 

Marcianopolis, or, for instance, Ulmetum (Pantelimon), Tropaeum Traiani (Adamclisi), 

Zaldapa (Krușari). All the present-day localities preserve numerous monuments from the 

Roman era (citadels, Christian basilicas, cult edifices, civil edifices, funeral monuments 

etc). The province will become self-standing during the time of the Emperor Diocletian 

(284-305) and will acquire the name of Lesser Scythia (Scythia Minor). 

The wealth of the Empire attracted all Barbarian tribes North of the Danube river. 

Despite the powerful border fortification built by the Romans (limes), the invasions of the 

Carpi, Sarmatians, Kostobos and various German tribes subsequently plundered and 

destroyed the area. The migratory peoples took advantage of the situation, giving rise to 

one of the largest movements in the III-VI centuries, with the purpose of plundering the 

region. The Goths were later followed by the Vandals, the Taifals, the Huns. In order to 

extinguish the invaders’ fury, the emperors saw themselves forced to buy peace with 

large amounts of money and gifts offered to the Barbarian rulers, or to allow them into 

the Empire as federates (allies). Some of them entered the army, and later on in the 

administration system, took Roman names and adopted the Roman way of life. Thus, the 

Barbarization process began, producing effects on the Empire and on the region. 

Numerous internal conflicts will shake up the province from the ground. It is the case of 

the revolt conducted by Vitalian, born in Zaldapa around 470, become comes 

foederatorum (commander of the Barbarian federates).  

During the V – VI centuries, Dobruja and the South-Danubian regions we assaulted by 

the Sclaveni, the Antes, the Kutrigurs, the Avars, the Huns. The authority of the Eastern 

Roman Empire over the region decreases. Many of the migrators settled with the 

Romanised population in the region, and life was now concentrated in village-type 

settlements. Following several raids in the area, the Bulgarians passed definitively South 

of the Danube, in 680 and the first tsardom was formed. The connections of the Danubian 

and Pontus Euxinus space with the Byzantine Orient were definitively cut until the X-th 

century. In the X-XI centuries, the region was hit by the last great wave of migration: the 

Pechenegs, the Ghuzz, the Cumans, and later on, the Tatars. In the XII-th century, the 

local population rebels against the Byzantine ruling. The borthers Peter and Asen led the 

movement. In 1187, the Byzantines acknowledge the independence of the State created 

by the two, with the residence at Târnovo, initially named ,,Wallachia”. The king Ioniță 

Kaloian, successor of the two, self titled himself “the Emperor of all Bulgarians and 

Wallachians”. Around 1262-1264, the first Seljuk Turks, led by Sarî Saltâk Dede settle in 

the Northern part of Dobruja, with the consent of the Byzantine Emperors. Under the 

circumstances of decrease of the local authority’s power, due to struggles for power, on 

the shores of the Black Sea and at the Danube’s mouth, the Italian merchants appear. The 

cities in the region develop greatly and the society evolves towards the first local political 

forms. In the center of the historical Dobruja, at the beginning of the XIV-th century, the 

„Country of Kavarna” is set, as an independent state. The Patriarchate of Constantinople 

anoints Methodius „Bishop of Varna and Carbona”. Balica is ascertained by the Byzantines 

as ruler of the state. He intervens in the dynastic conflicts of Constantinople. His 

successor, Dobrotitsa the despot, taking advantage of the decrease of the feudal powers 

of the region, considerably extends his authority in the area. The long-established urban 
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centers, such as Varna, Silistra, Hârșova or Chilia expanse a great deal. The Ottoman 

campaign against the Tsar of Târnovo from the end of the XIV-the century is followed by 

the transformation of the Eastern part of Bulgaria into an Eyelet (or Pashalik). In the first 

and second part of the XV-th century, in two distinct stages, Dobruja is conquered by the 

Turks for a period of virtually half a millenium.  

The Ottoman rule over Dobruja will conclude after the Russian – Romanian – Turkish 

war of 1877. The Peace treaties asckowledged the independence of Romania, Serbia, 

Montenegro and the autonomy of Bulgaria. The Southern border of Dobruja was set on a 

line setting out from East of Silistra, and reaching South of Mangalia. The delineation of 

the border between Romania and Bulgaria generated a long line of conflicts, the two 

countries finding themselves, on occasion of regional or world conflicts, in inimical 

parties. By the Peace treaties, the fate of the Southern Dobruja (the Quadrilateral) has 

been different. Between  1913-1940 the region belonged to Romania, being organized in 

the counties of Dârostor and Caliacra. From 1940, these counties were transferred to 

Bulgaria. The great migration period had a devastating consequences. Then, driven by the 

Huns, the tribes of the Visigoths were stationed in the territory of Lower Moesia, and 

their rebellion against the central government shaked the entire Roman Empire. 

Subsequently, in order to preserve the integrity and protection of the Empire, the 

territory of today's Dobrudja became a separate Roman province of Scythia Minor. During 

this period, the area was an extremely important part of the defensive strategy of the 

late Roman and later early Byzantine Empire. The region South of the Danube river was 

inhabited by barbarian tribes of Gothic and Albanian descent, which become a major part 

of the army. In a later period, they actively participated in the rebellion, led by the 

Leader of the Federation Vitalian, born in Zalapa fortress. The prolonged civil war did not 

affect the prosperity of Scythia Minor, which retained its significance and reached great 

prosperity. It was not until the end of the 6th century, when the violent wars and 

pludering raids lasting for more than two decades, when the province was completely 

devastated by the Avars and Slavic tribes. The population was slaughtered or pushed 

north of the Danube river. Life in the province returned with the arrival of the Proto-

Bulgarian tribes when the region formed the center of the newly formed Bulgarian state. 

Despite the established new type of settlement network, the old roads continued to be 

used and some of the old fortresses were rebuilt. During the period of the greatest power 

of the First Bulgarian Kingdom, the region flourished. The area was booming with 

economic activity. This was facilitated by the numerous fortifications, shafts and 

unspoiled Old Bulgarian settlements and their necropolises located in the whole of 

Dobrudja. Furthermore, the area was a center of spiritual and religious life in Bulgaria. 

Around this time the early Christian rocky monasteries of Murfatlar and the Dry River 

were restored and revived. 

In the middle of the 10th century the center of the Bulgarian state was devastated 

by the armies of the Russian Prince Svetoslav. The subsequent war between the Byzantine 

army and the Russians were resolved after the siege of the central fortress of Druster, 

when the army led by the Emperor John Tzimiskes himself finally pushed the Prince of 

Kiev out of these territories. The area was acquired by the Byzantine Empire and included 

in the new province of Paristrion. Only a quarter of a century later the destructive 
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invasions of pechenegs, uzi and kumans began. The height of the hardship for the local 

population followed the march of the Byzantine Emperor Alexius Comnenus, against the 

pechenegian ruler Tutush in Drustar. 

Soon after the restoration of the second Bulgarian Kingdom, the region fell under 

the devastating raids of the Tatars. They lead to the gradual depopulation of the inner 

parts of Dobrudja region, at the expense of the Danube and coastal areas. This 

demographic dynamics continued during the time of the Despotate of Dobrudja. The 

Turkish conquest marked the end of this period when the area was acquired and a whole 

new region was formed. During the nearly five centuries of Ottoman domination, the 

region underwent dramatic changes. In terms of demographics, the period is associated 

with strong decline of the Christian population, the expulsion of some groups like the 

Dobrudja Tatars and the settlement of Ottoman Turks and Turkmen-alevis. Despite the 

religious tolerance, it was forbidden to build a church higher than the local mosque. 

Today, numerous monuments of the Islamic cult from the Ottoman period are preserved. 

Best known are the mosques in Isakcha, Machin and Balchik and the Tekkes in Babadag 

and Obrochishte. From the Ottoman civil architecture there have been preserved some 

administrative buildings, bridges, and numerous fountains. In 1878, after the Russian-

Turkish war, Dobrudja was freed from the Ottoman Empire, and divided between Romania 

and the newly established Principality of Bulgarian. 

Today Romania's Dobrudja is a territory with 2 districts (Tulcea and Constanta, which 

are the two largest cities in the region). From Bulgarian side, the administrative units 

that fall in Dobrudja region are the two Regions of Silistra and Dobrich. The Black Sea 

coast of Dobrudja is famous for its beaches, archaeological monuments and natural 

reserves such as the Cliffs of Kaliakra and Yailata, the wetlands of the coastal lakes and 

the delta of the Danube river. For thousands of years Dobrudja territory has been home to 

a variety of ethnic and religions communities living peacefully together. Today in the 

northern part is dominated by the Romanian ethnic group, and the Southern part of 

Dobrudja is dominated by the Bulgarians. There are also minority groups such as Roma, 

Turks, Tatars, Greeks, Armenians, Jews and Russians living in the area. The main religions 

are Orthodox Christianity and Islam in its Sunni version. 

Currently, Dobrudja is a major tourist destination for both Romanians and 

Bulgarians. It is a preferred destination for domestic travelers especially for the residents 

of the larger regional centers, which have easy access to the Black sea coast and resorts. 

The beginning of our journey through the centuries will begin in a beautiful and 

well-established city: 

 

1. HARSOVA CITY 

Coordinations: 44.68934, 27.94565 

Harsova city is located in Constanta County, in North Dobrudja, Romania. It has a 

population of 11,198 inhabitants. It is located on the right bank of the Danube River. In 

ancient times there was a Roman fortress bearing the name Carsium. 

Harsova is a modern city with rich herutage and tradition. The Southeastern part of 

its territory was inhabited seven thousand years ago during the New Stone Age and the 

Stone-Copper Age. Here, on the bank of the Danube lies a huge settlement mound, rising 
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at a height of 12 meters as a result of consecutive destruction and construction of new 

settlements of clay dwellings. Archaeological studies discovered here a human community 

that was engaged in hunting, fishing, farming and livestock. Тrading amongst synchronous 

communities was well developed in the area. 

On the locality’s area, there are several settlements from the Bronze and Iron ages. 

On the Danube shore, where the Romans will build their fortress, there was actually a 

Getic fortification. During the I – VII centuries, the Carsium fortress was part of the 

Roman Empire, and in the X-th century, it was conquered by the Byzantines. In the XIII-th 

century, the people of Genoa came, who rebuilt the harbor and extensively developed 

the settlement.  

Between the 15th century and the first half of 19th century, Harsova became an 

Ottoman fortress, and the city was thriving. In 1651 the famous Turkish traveler and 

historian Evliya Celebi counted here 1600 houses, mosques, baths, markets and a fortress 

wall of 3000 steps long. Following the acquisition of Northern Dobrudja by Romania at the 

end of the 19th century the first Romanian-Transylvanian shepherds arrived here, and the 

city evolved under the new city administration. Today the city center is situated on the 

Danube river bank. Around the port there are shops, warehouses, banks, and on the 

western hill, monumental school and church. 

The school hosted the first regional museum of Dobrudja. During the Second World 

War, the city was completely burned. Heavy distructions followed the Second World War. 

Under the communist regime, the role of the city as a trading and port center declined. It 

lost its administrative importance, and many of its inhabitants migrated to neighboring 

cities. 

Several cultural, historical, religious, natural objectives can be visited in Harsova, and to 

name just a few: 

 

2. “CARSIUM” MUSEUM 

Coordinates: 44.68637, 27.9464 

Location: Harsova city, 27 Revoluciai Street (museum), 9 May Street - V. Cotovu 

Assembly after the implementation of the current project 

Road access from DN2A, E60 

Web-site: http://www.minac.ro/muzeul-carsium-harsova.html;   www.harsova.ro 

Tel: +40 0241 871 033 

Work time: 

09: 00-17: 00 / Monday-Sunday / 

The Museum showcases the best representation of findings from Harsova and the 

region from the beginning of the Neolithic to the early modern age. There are artefacts of 

high scientific and artistic value, typical for the New Stone Age and the Stone-Copper, 

Iron, Roman, Roman-Byzantine and Middle Ages period in the region. 

The new museum will also showcase the evolution of life on Earth, displaying 

vegetation and fauna remains from the Paleozoic and Mesozoic. 

 

 

 

http://www.minac.ro/muzeul-carsium-harsova.html
http://www.harsova.ro/
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 3. THE CHURCH “ST. CONSTANTINE AND HELEN” 

Coordinates: 44.68304, 27.94336 

The church was built at the beginning of the 20th century, in the inner part of the 

former Roman fortress of Carsium. The style of the church is Byzantine and is in the form 

of a cross. The roof is made of galvanized metal sheet. The church has 7 towers, 2 main, 

one central, surrounded by 4 smaller ones and has the usual premises of Orthodox places: 

antechamber, naos and altar. The interior of the church is lightened through the 26 

windows, and instead of the glasses, the church is decorated with frescoed church 

windows and a 72-candle lamp. 

 

4. SULTAN MAHMUD MOSQUE 

Coordinates: 44.68301, 27.94839 

The Mosque of Sultan Mahmud (Sultan Mahmut Kamy) is the oldest building in 

Harsova and one of the most important historical monuments. It was built in 1812 during 

the reign of Sultan Mahmoud II. 

Above her dome there is a minaret, directed towards the sacred place of the Muslim 

religion. It brings variety in the architectural appearance of Harsova, representing a good 

example of harmonious coexistence between people of different religions. 

We continue to the fortress, which is situated 400 meters away from the mosque: 

 

5.  “CARSIUM” FORTRESS 

Coordinates:44.68147, 27.95271

The Roman and Roman-Byzantine fortress Carsium, was built on an earlier 

Getean fortress in the second half of the 1st century AD. In the beginning of the 

2nd century AD during the Dacian wars, in 103 AD Emperor Trajan strengthened the 

fortress with stone walls. 

The fortress was often mentioned in ancient documents, from the 2nd 

century BC until the beginning of the 7th century AD (Ptolemy, Tabulka 

Peuttingeriana, Itinerarium Antonini, Notitia Dognatatum, Hierokle, Prokopi, 

Georgafat from Ravenna) with various names such as Carsum, Carsius, Carso, 

Carsos. Most likely, the toponym is of Getean origin and is associated with rocky 

terrain. The fortress was built on the bank of the Danube near the most important 

wand, to the Yalomitsa Field. It ensured the connection between the Roman and 

Romanized communities to the south and north of the Danube. During the early 

Christianity, it was an important spiritual center. 

Historical sources point out to the devastation of the city during the 

barbarian invasions and its restoration by the Emperors Constantine the Great and 

Justinian. Archaeological materials of great scientific and exhibition value were 

found here. These were elements of fortification and burial inventory from the 

necropolis of the city. Harsova is known for the largest number of military columns 

(Roman road terminals) in Dobrudja - 10 so far. This indicates that the local Roman 

authorities have repaired and maintained in excellent condition the roads that 

connected the Danube limes and the province itself. Hence, the city gained in 

significance as important trading and transit hub. 

https://audiotravelguide.ro/bg/крепостта-карсиум-хършова/
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6. THE ROCKS OF HARSOVA 

Coordinates: 44.67652, 27.97574 

Canara is a Tukish-origin toponym, meaning rock. The reserve represents the rocky 

relief, with a spectacular side, where the Danube bed formed a canyon, in the 

area of Harsova town. To the East, two hills can be observed (Celea Mică and Celea 

Mare or the Great Celea hill and the Small Celea hill) and to the West, Băroi Hill (a 

toponym sprung from the ancient name of the town of Beroe, downstream). The 

area is covered by virgin forests, and Ponto-Sarmatian shrubs with species included 

in the red book such as: 1 species of mammals, 4 species of amphibians and 

reptiles, 15 types of fish, 1 invertebrate species, 2 species of plants and 8 species 

of flora and fauna. The ecosystems are water and land. 

Access: Medium (DN3, DJ223, DN22C, E81, DN2A) 

In the South-Eastern side, the Dij Mahalale neighbourhood, there is a 

neolithic settlement with a culture layer of over 13 m. Unfortunately, the present 

–time dwellings cover the entire site, known in the specialty literature as tell 

(anthropological mound). On the hill on the West side (Baroi), the monastery 

Prodromita was recently built.  

 

7. COMMUNE TOPALU 

Coordinates: 44.54474, 28.04759 

On the Danube’s shore. Can be reached by driving on the Road DN 2A (E 15) until 

Hanul Morilor, then turn left on DJ 223 

An interesting place to visit here is the 

 

8. ART MUSEUM “DINU AND SEVASTA VINTILA”  

Coordinates: 44.54398, 28.04671 

The "Dinu and Sevasta Vintila" Art Museum is in the village of Topalu, which 

consists of the collection donated by the physician Gheorghe Vintila. Here one can 

marvel at the artwork of various Romanian artists, such as Nicolae Grigorescu, 

Ștefan Luchian, Nicolae Tonitza, Theodor Pallady, Camil Ressu, Alexandru 

Ciucurencu, Oscar Han. 

  

9. WINERY “DARIE”  

Coordinations: 44.5384, 28.04291 

Address: Strada Dunării Nr. 494b, Topalu 907280, Romania 

Website: www.cramadarie.ro 

Phone: +40 723 046 002 

 

         10.  “CAPIDAVA” FORTRESS  

Coordinates: 44.49448, 28.08976 

Location: village of Capidava, Topalu Municipality, at the end of the village  

Working hours:  

Free access 

https://www.google.bg/search?safe=active&q=crama+darie+-+vinum+capidava+s.r.l.+адрес&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LRT9c3LCipNDTMTsnWks1OttLPyU9OLMnMz4MzrBJTUopSi4sBLB1o6S8AAAA&ludocid=2350028714028865450&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjB_uq3_eHcAhXlE5oKHazFBXIQ6BMwFHoECAoQKw
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Capidava Fortress is located on the right rocky coast of the Danube river, 

halfway between Cernovoda (the ancient Axiopolis) and Harsova (the ancient 

Carsium). The camp was built during the reign of Emperor Trajan as part of the 

strategic plan to strengthen the Roman frontiers. The Dacian-Getean toponym - 

Capita, meaning "the city of the river bend" is inherited from a pre-Roman 

settlement.  

Today, the fortress is partially preserved and offers visitors an impressive  

view to the wall, over 2,5 m thick, with heights between 2 and 6 meters, 

consisting of eleven shutters (between the towers) and eight towers. Its 

Northeastern wall is visible from the road. The fortification is reinforced by 

semicircular towers on the corners and quadrangular from the center of the wall 

including two intermediate towers in the form of a horseshoe. These towers were 

kept at a very low height, because they were abundant at the reconstruction of 

the site in the second Late Roman period. The church dates back to the 6th 

century. Its planimetric features show a construction inspired by the religious 

architecture of the Syrian-Palestinian culture. The church has a length of 18,20 

and a width of 8,40 meters. It is a one-nave basilica, ending with a semicircle 

apse; А small crypt was discovered in the central area of the apse, under the 

pavement of the altar, which reproduces the church plan. There was a box 

(reliquary) with relics of a martyr. The archaeological discoveries attest the place 

and role that the fortress played in defending this limes segment. It is the home of 

the materials illustrating the economic and cultural / religious activity that the 

place has had in the Roman and Roman – Byzantine eras.  

The Ancient Capidava was finally destroyed by the invasions of the Avars 

and Slavs in the early Byzantine Empire. 

 

11. "EPICTETUS AND ASTION" MONASTERY 

Coordinates: 44.48833, 28.1034 

The Monastery was founded in   under the protection of the Holy Martyrs 

Epictet and Astion. 

The holy keepers of the Capidava monastery are the Holy Martyrs Epictet 

and Astion. Their holy relics date back to the early 4th century. They were found in 

the ruins of the town of Halmiris in Tulcea district, near the Danube sleeve of St. 

George, where the two martyrs died. Holy Martyrs Epictet and Astion are 

celebrated on July 8th, this date is the monastery feast in Capidava. 

 

12. "HOLY CROSS" MONASTERY 

Coordinates: 44.48833, 28.1034 

The monastery is located in a picturesque area near the nature reserve 

Allah-Bair. In the monestary backyard there is a church, a chapel and a tailor's 

shop, where nuns make worship and monastic garments, as well as other 

handmade objects (crosses and icons). In close proximity of the monastery we have 
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a forest known to the locals as the “forest of the cure”. Locals believe it has 

healing power. 

 

13. "DOMNEASCA MARE" LAKE 

Coordinates: 44.37132, 28.06711 

Close to the village of Seimeni Mici is the unique Lake "Domneasca-Mare" 

(Lake of the Sea). The picturesque scenery around it is suitable for short-term 

recreation on the way to road 223 in the direction of Cernavoda: 

 

 14. THE TOWN OF CERNAVODA 

Coordinates: 44.3276, 28.0306 

Cernavoda town was founded millenia ago. In the necropolis on Sophia Hill, 

in 1956 the statue group of The Thinker and His Woman, chef d’oeuvres of the 

prehistorical universal art. Cernavoda and its surroundings showcase archeological 

discoveries from the West Pontic area pertaining to all the historical periods and 

eras. During the Roman era, the Axiopolis fortress was built. Its history is in line 

with the history of all Danubian settlements. There is epigraphical proof 

concerning the martyrdom of Cyril, Chindeas and Dasius. The former were 

executed here, and the latter in Durostorum (Silistra). The fortress was rebuilt 

numerous times. For the Roman – Byzantine period, the evidence certify the 

fortress Sanctus Cyrillos, in some opinions being the very place where the priest 

Cyril (Chirilos) became a martyr. Unfortunately, the ruins of the ancient fortress, 

in Hinog island, cannot be visited. The evolution of the fortress and settlement are 

similar to those others in Dobruja. In the modern era, the town knew 

advancement. The first railway line in the Ottoman Empire was built here in the 

1850s and 1860s connecting Cernavoda with Constanta. Later on, the longest 

bridge in Europe ofr its time and the third largest in the world was built here. The 

town is a port on the Danube river. Nearby is the beginning of the Danube-Black 

Sea Canal. In Cernavoda you can visit: 

 

15.HISTORICAL MUSEUM "AXIOPOLIS" 

Coordinates: 44.34202, 28.03313 

 The overall profile of the museum is archeological, with an emphasis on 

Prehistoric and Dacian-Roman culture. Hall 1 presents the New Stone, Stone and 

Bronze Age in the period (5500-2500 BC). Here is the famous statute "The Thinker 

and His Mate" - a masterpiece of the small sculpture of Neolithic times. The 

sculptural composition was found in Cernavoda in a burial facility. Here are also 

exhibited artifacts found in settlement mounds and necropolises belonging to the 

cultures of Hamandjiya, Gulmenitsa, Cernvoda I, III and II. These are mainly 

ceramics, weapons, flint and bone tools, ornaments and cult items of the V and IV 

millennium. 

The other museum rooms are reserved to the Metal era and the Roman 

period, in connection with the fortifications along the Danube.  
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The lobby of the museum, devoted to the 19th and 20th century, is dedicated 

to the personality of Angel Salgeni. It is a model of the bridge, built by the great 

engineer and opened in 1895, and an album with the stages of the construction of 

the bridge, photographs of the largest construction project of Romania-Channel 

Danube-Black Sea. 

 

16. WINERY “VINEX MURFATLAR” 

Coordinates: 44.31147, 28.03299 

Address: Vinex Murfatlar 

Cernavoda town, str. Cochirleni, nr. 1, Cernavoda, jud. Constanta, Romania 

Website: office@vinexmurfatlar.ro 

Telephone: +4 0241 / 236995 

+4 0241 / 237222 

 

17. LAKE "DANUBE" 

Coordinates: 44.18824, 27.77053 

The Danube Lake is an area of 704 hectares consisting of backwaters (a 

meadow lake formed by erosion and sedimentation processes in a secondary 

valley), marshes and arable land that shelters protected species of migratory 

waterbirds and birds of prey that hunt in the area. Particularly attractive for 

tourists are the pink and the Dalmatian Pelican. 

8 km. from the lake to the North you can visit an impressive reserve. 

 

18. PROTECTED NATURAL AREA "BALTA VEDEROUSA" 

Coordinates: 44.18446, 27.86459 

Access roads - National Road DN3: Constanta - Cobadin - Adamclisi - Ion 

Corvin - DJ223 road to Aliman. 

Lake Veneroasa is a protected area on the Medgidian Plateau, at the 

Western edge of Constanta County. The protected area includes rivers, lakes, 

swamps, peatlands, steppes, natural meadows that provide food, nesting and living 

conditions for several migratory species, some of which are protected at European 

level. Typical are the blue seagull, the red duck, the eagle reed, the great aca, 

the cobwebs, the small water bull and others. 

About 3 km. of the reserve is located: 

 

           19. “ALIRA” WINERY 

Coordinates: 44.17312, 27.83259 

There is a Harvest Festival organized here every year in September. 

Address: DJ223, Romania 

Website: www.alira.ro 

Phone: +40 755 946 376 

 

 

mailto:office@vinexmurfatlar.ro
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20. MONASTERY "SAINT ANDREW" AND THE CAVE OF SAINT ANDREW 

Coordinates: 44.09087, 27.82543 

Address: DC35A, Crângu 907150, Romania 

Website: www.manastireasfantulandrei.ro 

Phone: +40 241 856 485 

The monastery complex is impressive with its monumentality. A huge temple 

sanctified in 2006 was built in the middle of the monastery. It contains parts of the 

relics of St. Andrew. The temple is built on top of a holy spring, located the 

monastery surroundings. 

St. Andrew's Monastery consists of three churches, the oldest of which was 

built in 1920 and hosts the relics of St. Andrew. A very old cross with the shape of 

X is raised in front of the altar. There is also a finger believed to belong to St. 

Andrew. 

The Cave St. Apostle Andrew is the first place that pilgrims visit upon arrival 

around the Monastery of St. Andrew. It is the shape of a one-nave church dug in 

the rock at the base of a forest ridge. On the walls of the church there are icons. 

The most sacred and worshiped of them is St. Apostle Andrew. On the left you can 

see the bed carved in stone, which Saint Andrew use to rest in the period when he 

preached in Dobrudja. Near the cave there is the spring of St. Andrew, created 

according to the legend by the Apostle himself. 

On the way to Adamclisi you can visit two monasteries. The first monastery 

is about 3 km away and the second monastery is about 9 km. 

 

21. MONASTERY "ST. SERAFIM OF SAROV" 

Coordinates: 44.11487, 27.85504 

Address: 907150, Romania 

Phone: +40 734 790 204 

 

22. THE MONASTERY "ST. PHILIP " 

Coordinates: 44.09132, 27.92822 

Address: DN3, Adamclisi 907010, Romania 

Phone: +40 742 409 223 

The St. Philip of Adamclisi Monastery is located about 1 kilometer from the 

Tropaeus Traiani fortress, the site where the relics of the five saints who lived in 

the fourth century were found. The Adamclisi martyrs lived in the dawn of the 

Christian civilization in the Roman province of Scythia Minor. 

On the way to the town of Adamclisi about 2 km. is the most impressive 

Roman Memorial Complex and the most famous archaeological monument in the 

territory of Dobrudja: 

 

23. TROPAEUM TRIAJANI FORTRESS 

Not far from the museum there are the ruins of the fortress itself, which is 

partially explored and restored. Its route is in keeping with the configuration of 
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the terrain and encloses the periphery of a low plateau terrace rising an average of 

10.00 m above the surrounding area. 22 towers are located along the ring-fenced 

wall. Among them there is a horseshoe and one quadrangle, distinguished by its 

large size. All the others are in U-shap, varying largely in size and proportion. So 

far, 3 gates have been revealed. The Eastern and the Western are one-storey and 

guarded by two neighbouring U-towers. The South Gate is also one-pass. During its 

long existence, the elements of the fortification system were reconstructed many 

time. The fortress was finally destroyed during the Avar invasion. 

 

24. TRIUMPHAL MEMORIAL "TROPHY OF TRAJAN" 

Coordinates: 44.10226, 27.95534 

Location: Adamclisi town, access from DN3 

Tropaeum Traiani Museum Complex, Trajan's Trophy DC53, Adamclisi 

907010, Romania 

Work time: 08: 00-20: 00 (summer) 09: 00-17: 00 (winter) 

Adamclisi Museum Complex consists of a Roman fortress, a museum and a 

magnificent triumphal monument. The fortress was built after the conquering of 

Dacia Region by Emperor Trajan in 102 AD at the place of the decisive battle with 

the Dacian tribes. It became a municipality in 170. After the devastating 

consequences following the Great Migration, the monument was restored by the 

Emperors Lycius and Constantine in 321 AD. 

In the place of the glorious battle, on the orders of Emperor Trajan a unique stone 

monument was raised in memory of the fallen Roman soldiers. The monument was 

designed by the famous architect Apolodor of Damascus. It was built between 106 

and 109 AD. This magnificent facility in the shape of a huge altar survived over the 

centuries and was restored in between 1975 and 1977. Today, the monument rises 

over crowned pedestal, the arch of which is cylindrical in shape and with embossed 

decoration. On one of its sides there is an inscription that the monument is 

dedicated to the "God of War Mars" by Nerva Traian August, Emperor and Caesar, 

the defeter of the Germans and Dacians, son of the divine Nerva, great priest, for 

the thirteenth time tribune, for the sixth time emperor, for the fifth time consul, 

father of the fatherland. " 

In the central part of the pedestal there are 54 slabs with embossed images of 

soldiers - metopes. The central and highest part of the arch is shaped like a 

quadrilateral altar on which a two-faceted trophy is depicted, representing a torso 

with Roman armor and weapons and four double-symmetrical, vertically positioned 

shields. At the base of the trophy there are statues of soldiers with captives lying 

at their feet. The mausoleum is 40 meters high. It is approximately equal to the 

diameter of the base. 

 

25.ARCHEOLOGICAL MUSEUM "ADAMCLISI" 

Coordinates: 44.08531, 27.9521 
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The Adamclisi Archaeological Museum is designed as a gigantic lapidarium, 

including inscriptions and reliefs from the mausoleum, architectural elements, 

friezes, cornices and columns. Particularly impressive are the gigantic statues of 

warriors and metaphors with battle scenes. It includes a rich collection of ceramic 

tiles, kitchen and tableware, lamps and candlesticks, a variety of metal items such 

as bronze sculptures, craft and belt appliqués, fiberglasses, rings and other 

ornaments, iron weapons and working tools. 

 

26. NATURAL RESERVE "FANTANICA" 

Coordinates: 44.15953, 28.38823 

The area around Murfatlar Fountain spreads over a narrow limestone 

shoreline with narrow valleys, which contain about 515 species of typical for 

Dobrudja flora. In the Reserve were identified new plants bearing its name. 

Typical plants are autumn crocus, vetch, carnation, thistle, cress and carnation. 

In addition, there are two species of mammals, 2 amphibians and reptiles, 3 

invertebrate species, 2 plant species, etc. are protected. 

 

27. MURFATLAR CAVE COMPLEX 

Coordinates: 44.16762, 28.40438 

Address: DN3, Romania 

            The Murfatlar Cave Monastery is located near the town of Murfatlar, 

Constanta County, Romania, 10 km west of Constanta. The complex consists of for 

churches (B1-B4), three cell crypts, two cells without crypts and four connecting 

galleries. The churches are identical - one-apse, one-nave, arched chapels with 

large enclosures. A typical feature is their rounded altars, in which behind the 

dense bulkheads are placed the altar tables.  

Similar monuments were also found on the territory of the former Byzantine 

empire of Cappadocia and Crimea Peninsula. On the walls of the rooms, writings 

are preseved, in Glagolitic and Cyrillic alphabets and ancient Bulgarian runes. In 

the proximity of the writings, there are images of horsemen, dragons and other 

renditions.  

The complex dates back most proably to the second half of the X-th century, 

according to a writing in Greek incised on the West wall of the B4 small church, 

where the year 982 can be read. 

 

28.MONASTERY "ST. TEOTIM" 

Coordinates: 44.1675, 28.40692 

Address: Calea Dobrogei, Murfatlar 905100, Romania 

Phone: +40 745 313 296 

The monastery was founded about 12 years ago in place of an old orthodox 

monastery. The religious center consists of a temple and a residential area. 
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29. TOWN OF MURFATLAR 

Coordinates: 44.17539, 28.4108 

Murfatlar or Basarabi is a municipal town in Constanta County, Romania with 

deeply-rooted traditions in wine making. The first preserved document for a town 

named Murfatlar originates from the 1855. The name Murfatlar probably comes 

from the Tatar name Murfat, the men, people or ancestors of Murfat. The old 

settlement dates back to the 1855 as a Turkish military base. Soon after, it was 

inhabited by Crimean Tatars who built a mosque and several houses. Today, 

Murfatlar is a small port on the Danube-Black Sea Canal and has a population of 

11,070 people. 

 

30. CENTRAL MOSQUE OF MURFATLAR 

Coordinates: 44.17208, 28.41119 

The Murfatlar Mosque was built in 1981 and is part of the Muftiyat in 

Constanta. 

The Murfatlar town has a wine and wine cellar: 

 

31. WINE CREAM "KRAMA MURFATLAR" 

Coordinates: 44.17675, 28.42278 

Address: Strada Bucureşti 2, Murfatlar 905100, Romania 

Website: www.statiuneamurfatlar.ro 

Phone: +40 241 234 305 

            The mosque is located in the heart of the Murfatlar wine region. 

             In the museum attached to the winery there is a small exhibition of 

artifacts showing the development of the vineyards in Dobrudja over the centuries. 

 

32. THE TOWN OF MEDGIDIA 

Coordinates: 44.24556, 28.27129 

Medgidia is a town in the county of Constanta, Dobrudja, Southeastern part 

of Romania. The town is located between the Danube river and the Black Sea, 39 

km away from Constanta. Its population is 43 867 inhabitants. 

The town was founded in the place of a late antique castle for the existence 

of which has numerous archaeological evidence. The first mention of the 

settlement is in geographic maps of the XV century under the name Kara-su 

(Cernavoda). The town received its present name from Sultan Abdulmejid, who 

rebuilt the area by draining the marshes and building canals. In his time, the 

mosque Abdul Mejidi was built in the town, which is currently the oldest building 

in the town.It is a solid building with a square shape representative for the Islamic 

architecture, made of hand-shaped limestone stone and cedar wood brought from 

Lebanon.The 25 meter high minaret, with an internal and spiral staircase and a 

circular terrace at the top, was also built of limestone stone. 

The journey continues along the DJ222 road to the Ulmetum Fortress. We 

enter the Geological Reservation Cheile Dobrogei. At the entry there is the: 
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33. CAVE "LA ADAM" 

Coordinates: 44.46445, 28.47149 

Address: DC81, Romania 

Work time:10:00 to 18:00, Sunday Closed 

  One of the most important caves in the Dobrudja gorges was erected at 65 

m above sea level, about 100 m long. Here are found many fossils from prehistoric 

animals such as cave hyena, cave bear, deer, mammoth, wild horse, buffalo and 

even from homo sapiens from the early Paleolithic. 

 

34. CHURCH "ST. DIONYSUS AND EPHRAIM THE NEW " 

Coordinates: 44.46889, 28.48346 

Address: DC81, Targušor 907070, Romania 

Phone: +40 784 784 805 

 The temple is the center of a monastery mansion bearing the name of the 

one born in 470 in the ancient Roman province of Little Scythi, Saint Dionysus. In 

496 AD he removed the old pagan calendar, introducing in his place a new 

Christian, starting the chronology of the year of the resurrection of Jesus Christ. 

This calendar was later called Dionysus. 

Near the monastery is a cave known as the mouth of Dobrudja. Its galleries 

extend about 650 meters in length. Here are found animal fossils and traces of 

human habitation from early Paleolithic and Neolithic. 

  

35. GEOLOGICAL RESERVATION CHEILE DOBROGEI  

Coordinates: 44.50178, 28.39716 

Address: DJ222, Romania 

One of the most picturesque places in Dobrudja is the limestone gorges, 

which bear the name of the Forest of Dobrudja. They were formed during the 

Jurassic period and are considered to be the oldest rocks in Romania. Over 

hundreds of millions of years ago, these lands were covered by the mythical ocean 

of Tethys. The protected area extends to approximately 280 ha and is home to 

many species of legally protected plants, such as crocus, crocus or Dobrudzha 

peony. Here also grow oak dwarf, sub-Mediterranean, steppe and steppe shrubs. 

 The walls of the plateau are orientated east / west and reach a height of 

40 m. In the caves along the Dobrudja gorges are found numerous traces of the 

prehistoric man: tools of stone and bone work. 

 

36. THE "ULMETUM" FORTRESS 

Coordinates: 44.54743, 28.34178 

Address: Panteleimon 907230, Romania 

Situated in the northwest corner of Pantheononou de Sus, the fortress was 

built at the end of the 4th century and the beginning of the 5th century, probably 

by Theodosius the Great. Latin name Ulmetum means "forest of elms". . The plan 
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of the fortress is in the shape of a rectangular triangle. Each of the corners of the 

fortress ends with a round tower. The two saved gates are flanked by two U-

shaped towers. On the southeastern side are four rectangular towers, to which are 

added two towers of the same shape, one on both sides of the fortress.  

The fortress was restored by Emperor Justinian (525-565) due to the attacks 

of local Slavic brigands. It is captured and destroyed in the attacks of the Avars, 

and the fortress is finally abandoned. The fortress is partially explored, restored 

and preserved. Inside, barracks and an early Christian Basilica were discovered 

About 1 km. to the west you can visit: 

 

37. THE CHURCH "ST. PANTELEYMON " 

Coordinates: 44.54655, 28.32974 

Address: town of Panteleymon 907230, Romania 

38. MONASTERY "VIRGIN MARY" 

Coordinates: 44.60398, 28.41287 

Address: DC76, Colliya 907070, Romania 

Phone: +40 728 109 075 

The Colelia Monastery is an Orthodox monastery in Colelia district, 

Constanta County. Situated in the center of Dobrudja, this monastery has a 

relatively short history. Originally, the complex was built by German colonists as 

an evangelical church. Later completely destroyed, but the church was restored, 

and an Orthodox monastery was established. 

 

39. THE CHURCH "HOLY TRINITY" 

Coordinates: 44.57293, 28.71296 

Address: Istria 907155, Romania 

Website: www.histria-cheiledobrogei.ro 

The church was built during the Ottoman domination. It has an epoch-

typical architecture. Only 1 meter high, dug into the ground, one-nave basilica, no 

bell tower and tower. The church dome is maintained by six oak-campers, located 

on six old columns of the Hietra Fortress 

 

            40. MUSEUM COMPLEX "HISTRIA" 

Coordinates: 44.54676, 28.77325 

Address: DN 2A (to Ovidiu), DN22 (to Tariverde), DJ 22A (next to the 

fortress) 

Work time: 

08: 00-20: 00 (summer) 

09: 00-17: 00 (winter) 

            According to historian Eusebius, the Heltha colony of Hietria was founded 

in the middle of the 7th century BC. 657 BC of the immigrants who came from 

Miletus, on the shore of Lake Sinoe, "at a distance of 500 steps from the sacred 

mouth of Istra." This is the ancient name of the Danube, which is called the 
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colony. The city has had a continuous development for 1,300 years, starting from 

the period of Hellenistic colonization to Roman Byzantine times.  

In the first century BC Hietria colony was joined to the Pontius kingdom of 

Lord Mithridate VI Eupator, who puts his garrison in the fortress. In 72 years. BC 

the Roman army imposed its power over the West-Pontian colonies, but a few 

years later, Istria was captured by the Ghetto-Dacian King Burebista. It was only 

after his death that the fortress was finally conquered by the Romans, putting an 

end to the period of its autonomous rule. Already under the Roman rule, the city-

fortress is experiencing a new flourish. The fortress is heavily fortified, with the 

western wall of the fortress having 10 towers and two gates. New public buildings 

and bathrooms were built, a water pipe with a length of over 20 km was drained, 

the streets were converted and paved with stone. In the necropolis, located 

outside the ancient city, new types of burial facilities appear. Typical of this 

period are many tombstones and a small number of flat graves. The most 

commonly used funeral ceremony during the mound building was cremation.  

The great migrations have affected the fortress. The formation of the 

estuarine complex and prevention of access to the sea have led to the gradual 

decay of Histria. In the second half of the VI-th century A.D., life becomes greatly 

semi-urbanized and during the following century, seems like the last dwellers have 

definitively left the settlement.  

The present-day complex is made up of the ruins of the fortress and a 

modern building fostering the site museum. Among what the area has to offer: 

various restaurants and bed-and-breakfast venues. 

 

41. THE CITY OF CONSTANTA 

Coordinates: 44.21298, 28.255 

Constanta is a town in Southeastern Romania, the administrative center of 

Constanta County, the largest city of Dobrudja, with the largest Black Sea port. 

Constanţa is considered to be the oldest continuously inhabited city in Romania. It 

was founded in the early 6th century BC. at the Great Greek colonization by 

settlers from the Malazan town of Miletus and initially named Tomis. The 

settlement acquired the status of a polis in the 4th century BC. It gradually 

developed in the classical and Hellenistic period, in 29 BC the city was conquered 

by the Romans. Here he spends the last eight years of his life in exile, the famous 

poet Ovid, describing the city as ruined by the wars and a cultural backward 

settlement at the end of the Empire. Later, Tomis became an important Christian 

center, with the spread of Orthodoxy in the region attributed to the holy apostle 

Andrew. 

Originally part of the Roman province of Moesia, after the reforms of 

Diocletian, Tomis became the center of the province of Little Scythia.  

It experiences a great economic, cultural and administrative flourishing. The 

Roman Mosaic edifice and the exhibits at the History Museum are the tangible 

proof in this respect. The city suffered many destructions during the migration 
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eras and at the end of the VI-th century it was under siege, later to be destroyed 

by the Avars. The history of Tomis in its Byzantine period – become Constanta – is 

in line with the evolution of the human settlements on the territory comprised 

between the Danube and the sea. In the XIII-th century, the Genoese arrive. On 

the Italian maps (the Portolan charts) the city is shown with its present-day name. 

During the Ottoman era, the city has had the name of Kustenge. 

After the liberation of the Ottoman Empire in 1878 Constanta was included 

in Romania. Today it is a commercial port and a popular resort. 

Having met the history of Constanta, we will take a tour of all the 

interesting historical and cultural landmarks in the city, starting from here: 

     

              42. THE WOODEN CHURCH "ST. MINA" 

              Coordinates: 44.20436, 28.63874 

              Address: Parking Tăbăcăriei, Constanţa 900001, Romania / located 

opposite Mall City Park /. 

              Phone: +40 723 999 296 

The Church of St. Mina is located in the Tubakery Park, on the lake shore of the 

same name. Its main landmark is the high 43-meter tower from which the entire 

city can be seen. 

 

                43.THE MUSIUM OF FOLK ART 

                Coordinates: 44.17639, 28.65492 

                Address: Aristide Karatzali, Constanta 900178, Romania 

               Work time: 9:00 - 20:00 

               Website: www.muzeuetnocta.ro 

              Phone: +40 241 616 133 

                In the museum you can see thematically arranged items related to the 

lifestyle of the rural population. All exhibits are from the period after the 

liberation of the area by Ottoman rule. They are handmade fabrics, jewelry, 

agricultural tools and more. Artefacts are featured not only for Romanians, but 

also for other ethnic groups living in the territory of Northern Dobrudja. 

 

   44. MUSEUM "ROMAN BUILDING WITH MOSAIC" 

   Coordinates: 44.17316, 28.65833 

Address: Piaţa Ovidiu 12, Constanţa 900178, Romania 

Website: www.minac.ro 

Phone: +40 241 614 562 

Entrance fees: 25.00 lei (pensioners - 15.00 lei, students and students - 

10.00 lei). 

            The Roman mosaic building is located in the immediate vicinity of the 

Museum of National History and Archeology. It was a huge trade pavilion with 

adjoining storehouses. Initially, the structure spread to three of the four terraces 
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of the port. This enormous port-trade complex for its time has also performed 

customs functions. 

            After the decline of the city of Tomis as a port and trade center of 

imperial importance in the 6th century, the building was no longer maintained and 

destroyed. Today, a total area of 2000 square meters of mosaic floor is preserved 

approximately half 850 square meters. It is formed by two different parts: a curb 

with geometric and plant motifs, and the mosaic itself made of pebbles of 

different colors: white, red, black, green, yellow. In its glorious times the building 

was one of the largest constructions of this type throughout the Roman Empire and 

served as a connecting point between the port and the ancient city. Today there 

are exposed anchors, bulls, weights, amphorae with paint and resins, statuettes, 

collections of lamps, architectural elements, as well as the epigraphic monuments 

found in different centers in Dobrudja. 

 

45. NATIONAL HISTORICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM 

Coordinates: 44.17384, 28.65816 

Address: Constanta 900178, Romania 

Website: www.minac.ro 

Phone: +40 241 618 763 

Entrance fee: 20.00 lei (pensioners, students and students - 5.00 lei). 

The National Historical and Archeological Museum in Constanta is one of the 

richest museums in Romania and the second one in the Gemina after the National 

Historical Museum of Romania. The Museum of National History and Archeology 

preserves an impressive heritage consisting of more than 430,000 objects from the 

Paleolithic to the modern age. These are Greek, Roman, Byzantine and medieval 

objects, weapons and cannons made of stone, bronze and iron, ceramics, ancient 

architectural elements (columns, capitals, bases, friezes and cornices), antique 

sculptures, glassware, statuettes from bronze, bronze, silver and gold coins, icons, 

papers, maps, models, photographs, telegrams, magazines, objects belonging to 

some personalities from the early twentieth century, furniture and other objects 

of great historic value. On the ground floor of the Museum of National History and 

Archeology there are two halls, where are exhibited archaeological monuments of 

exceptional value, rare and unique exhibits. In this sector you can see: Roman cult 

sculpture of the 2nd century BC: Glycon Sphinx - a unique find for the world, 

representing deity of the Roman mythology group statue Fortuna with Pontos-

protective deities of the harbor and the tomis fortress, the Nemesida goddess - 

one of the most remarkable monuments of the Roman sculptural sculpture in the 

museum, as well as collections of golden ornaments, clay vessels and metal-plastic 

and coins, treasures from Suci- dava-Izvoarele and others. The exhibits are 

chronologically arranged on the floors of the museum, starting with the first traces 

of Dobroudja's inhabitation: the Thinker's statue and other emblematic objects for 

Hamandjia's culture and with the recent period - 1945-1989, when Romania knew 

the rigors of the communist regime. The museum complex is complemented by a 
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large lapidarium, where numerous epigraphic monuments and various architectural 

elements are displayed. 

 

46. STATUE OF OVIDIUS 

Coordinates: 44.17416, 28.65845 

It was completed in 1887 by the Italian sculptor Etoire Ferrari. An identical 

address is from 1925 in Sulmona (Italy).It is located in the old part of the city, in 

Piazza Ovidiu, in front of the first building of Constanta Town Hall, today the 

National Museum of History and Archeology, to the port of Tomis. The statue is a 

symbol of the city. 

 

47. JOHN "KAROL I" 

Coordinates: 44.17332, 28.65972 

Address: Strada Crângului 1, Constanţa, Romania 

Website: www.muftiyat.ro 

Phone: +40 241 611 390 

Entrance fee: 5.00 lei 

The Karol I Mosque in Constanta is the main building of the Muslim cult in 

Romania and a unique architectural monument. 

The mosque is a monumental building combining traditional, modern and 

innovative building techniques. The interior combines Egyptian, Roman and 

Byzantine stylistic elements. The mosque has two parts: a courtyard with two 

porticos in which believers gather before they begin their prayer and the actual 

mosque with a total area of 450 square meters. The dome covered with golden 

brass is 25 meters high and has a diameter of 8 meters and can be seen from far in 

the sea. At 47 m height the minaret was raised. The mosque has a unique 200-

year-old oriental carpet owned by Sultan Abdul Hamid. 

 

             48. CHURCH "ST. NIKOLA" 

             Coordinates: 44.17261, 28.66104 

             Address: Strada Maior Gheorghe Şonţu, Constanţa, Romania 

              Phone: +40 769 223 111 

              The Church of St. Nikolay Stari, also known as the White Church of the 

Bulgarians, preserves the characteristics of the Romanian architectural style. 

 

              49. THE CATHERINE "SAINT APOSTOLI PETER AND PAUL" 

             Coordinates: 44.17128, 28.66098 

              Address: Strada Arhiepiscopiei 25, Constanta 900742, Romania 

             Website: www.catedralatomisului.ro 

             Phone: +40 241 582 910 

St. Peter and Paul Cathedral is the most impressive Orthodox church in 

Constanta. It is located in the peninsula of the city. The structure is made of 
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pressed brick in neo-Byzantine style, the facade is monumental and the tower is 35 

m high. 

 

50. MUSEUM FOR SCULPTURE "YON JALIA" 

Coordinates: 44.17082, 28.66049 

Address: Strada Arhiepiscopiei 26, Constanta 900178, Romania 

Site: muzeuldeartaconstanta.ro 

Phone: +40 241 618 602 

             Situated a few steps from the Cathedral, in the historic area of the city. 

Contains a rich collection of works by the famous Romanian artist. 

 

51. THE GENOESE LIGHTHOUSE 

Coordinates: 44.17212, 28.66463 

Address: Strada Remus Opreanu 12, Constanta, Romania 

Phone: +40 241 488 206 

           The Genoese lighthouse towers over the famous rock in front of the city of 

Constanta. It is an inheritance by the sailors of this Italian Republic, who have 

controlled the trade and shipping in the Black Sea basin during the late Byzantine 

Empire. 

          The foundation of the original Genoese lighthouse, was used by the French 

engineer of Armenian origin Artin Aslan to build, between 1858-1860, the current 

lighthouse at the command of the English company "Danube and Black Sea Railway 

co. Limited ". The lamp itself is restored and restored as a tourist attraction. 

 

52. CASINO "CONSTANTA" 

Coordinates: 44.17057, 28.66353 

Address: Bulevardul Regina Elisabeta 4, Constanta 900178, Romania 

Website: www.cazino-constanta.ro 

Phone: +40 241 488 100 

The Casino of Constanta is one of the most representative symbols of the city. The 

building has had a troubled history, suffering many destructions during the two 

world conflagrations. In the Communist period, the Casino underwent restoration 

works during 1950-1953 and during 1985-1986, when it was under the patrimony of 

the National Office for Tourism. After 1990, it has successively passed under the 

property of many local and national authorities. Nowadays, the Casino is under 

restoration through a European funds program.  

 

53. THE NAVY MUSEUM 

Coordinates: 44.17472, 28.64852 

Address: Strada Traian 53, Constanta 900725, Romania 

Work time: 9:00 am to 4:30 pm ,  Monday Closed, Tuesday Closed 

 Website: www.navy.ro 

Phone: +40 241 619 035 
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            It consists of several collections exhibited in museum halls and outdoor. 

There are numerous artifacts from ancient shipping to the present day. The main 

part of the exhibitions are dedicated to the Romanian history and showcase the 

main stages and aspects of the development of the Romanian river and sea fleet. 

The open-air museum was created with an emphasis on warships. In the halls are 

displayed thematic collections: "Firearms," "Orders and Medals", "Plaques and 

Badges", "Uniforms and Accessories", "Navy models", "Anchors", Pinacoteca, 

Phototeca, Numismatics books: "Old Book", "Manuals and Letters", "Maritime 

Textbooks, Courses and Instructions" and "Maritime Press", "Navigation Tools", 

"Archaeological Objects" ", Pavilions, brands and banners," Ship's fins "," Artillery 

and artillery items "," Underwater cannons "," Stamps ", Marine maps and ship 

plans, Art objects, Albums with photographs, Graphics and sculpture, ships and 

fragments of ships, Transmissions, Marine motors, Patents, diplomas and military 

documents "and many more. 

 

54. MUSEUM OF ARTS 

Coordinates: 44.17892, 28.65181 

Address: Bulevardul Tomis 82-84, Constanta 900178, Romania 

Work time: 10:00 - 18:00 

Monday Closed 

Tuesday Closed 

Site: muzeuldeartaconstanta.ro 

Phone: +40 241 618 602 

            The Art Museum in Constanţa is a regional museum home of valuable 

collections of paintings and sculptures. The museum has 7400 works of art. Only a 

small part of them is displayed in the exhibition area. Chronologically organized, 

the art works illustrate Romanian art through the works of all the great Romanian 

artists. 

 

55. LAKE "TEKIRGYOL" 

Coordinates: 44.03, 28.61067 

Lake Tekirgyol is well-known for its healing mud and therapeutic properties 

as well as the two spa sanatoriums. The lake has a specific microclimate. The 

combination of salt and fresh water is a prerequisite for a unique biosphere that 

allows the observation of 83 types of birds. 

Access is good on roads (DN39, DJ383). 

 

56. CITY OF MANGALIA 

Mangalia is a port city in Romania with over 40 000 inhabitants. It is located 

in Constanta County. The modern city is situated in the place of the ancient port 

Calatis. It originated in the 6th century BC as a colony of the Ionian metropolis 

Heraclea Pontica. Thanks to its strategic location, Calatis rapidly emerged as a 

powerful trading, and later a military-political center. This is evidenced by the 
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numerous coins issued by the city and found throughout Dobrudja and the 

surrounding regions.  

The ancient evolution of this locality is strongly connected to the most 

important moments of the ancient history of this region. The fortress has 

participated in the actions of the King of Pontus against the Romans of 73 b. Chr; 

is conquerd first by the Romans in 72/71 b. Chr; is taken by King Burebista, and 

after year 46 A.D. to be included in the Moesia province, and from 86 A.D. in 

Moesia Inferior. Becomes flourishing during the Roman empire. From the XI-th 

century it is recorded on maps under the name of Pangalla or Pancalia. In the 

Ottoman era, its ancient brilliance is lost.  

 Today it is a modern port and a developing tourist center, and the ancient 

quay and half of the ancient city are swallowed by the sea. 

In recent years, Mangalia hosted the biggest musical and cultural festival in 

Romania called Calatis. It is organized from August 8th to August 15th. 

 

57. THE HISTORICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM "CALATIS" 

Coordinates: 43.81589, 28.58333 

Address: E87, Mangalia 905500, Romania 

Website: www.muzeulcallatis.ro 

Phone: +40 341 146 763 

Entrance fee: 5.00 lei (for pupils, students and pensioners - 2.50 lei); charge 

photo - 10,00 lei. 

The Archaeological Museum of Calatis in Mangalia aims to preserve and 

popularize the historical monuments of the ancient Kalathis. The museum presents 

finds from different ages: Neolithic, Eneolithic, Hellenistic colonization, Roman 

and Early Byzantine period. In the halls you can see contemporary exhibited, 

varied and very valuable archaeological monuments, as well as objects of historical 

importance. In a small lapidarium are exposed numerous architectural elements, 

friezes, cornices, columns, bases and capitals, cult elements and overcrowding. 

Archaeological artifacts are arranged thematically in the halls of the museum. 

Archaeological complexes, as well as individual objects, ceramic vessels, jewelry, 

metalwork, weapons and cannons, objects of the cult are displayed. 

 

58. TOMB PAPYRUS  

Coordinates: 43.81358, 28.57158 

Address: Mangalia 905500, Romania 

The oldest papyrus in Europe was found in a tomb located outside the 

fortress, in the necropolis area with several dozens of graves. The facility was 

surrounded by a symbolic stone ring in which there was a bronze sarcophagus. 

Archaeologists found inside the skeleton of a man with extremely rich tombstones, 

including two laurels of gilded bronze, gold objects and coins. The man was of 

noble origin, probably a legislator or a priest. In his hand was discovered the oldest 

papyrus in Europe, which age was referred to the 4th century BC – the same as the 
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coins in the tomb of the Macedonian ruler Philip II. Because of the rapid erosion, 

the papyrus was sent to Moscow for restoration. Today fragments of it are 

preserved but not restored. At least at this stage, the text that is in ancient Greek 

can not be restored. 

In Mangalia, you can visit the Churches of Saint George, the Virgin Mary and 

the Catholic Church: as well as the „Esmahan Sultan” Mosque, built in 1575 

deemed as the oldest cult edifice of Romania. The Mosque is surrounded by the 

Mohammedan graveyard, which includes graves more than 300 years old.  

 

              59. CHURCH "ST. APOSTLE ANDREW" 

                Coordinates: 43.8146, 28.57972 

               Address: Strada Ţepeş Vodă 18A, Mangalia 905500, Romania 

               Website: arcb.ro 

                Phone: +40 241 759 377 

 

                 60. NAVAL MUSEUM 

                 Coordinates: 43.80807, 28.5679 

                Address: E87, Mangalia 905500, Romania 

                The Naval Museum in Mangalia was established in 2004 in one of the 

buildings of the military quarters. There the visitors can see a large collection of 

floating equipment and marine items that tell the history of the Romanian Navy. In 

Mangalia one can also visit – in part - the ruins of the Callatis citadel, preserved 

inside the President Hotel on the sea shore.  

 

           61.  DURANKULAK Lake 

            Durankulak Lake is a lagoon 4 km long. It is located next to the border with 

Romania. It is among the best preserved and significant wetlands in Bulgaria. The 

lake is home to 260 species of plants and animals, most of which are birds. Most of 

them are migrating birds. The most famous of them is the pink pelican. There is 

also a water bull, a white-eyed dagger, a reed harvester, a red-breasted goose and 

a mallard duck, and a mute swan. In the area there are wonderful conditions for 

ornithological tourism. 

 

            62. THE ARCHEOLOGICAL COMPLEX "DURANKULAK LAKE" 

Coordinates: 43.66918, 28.53221 

Address: 9670 Shabla 

Website: www.dobrichmuseum.bg 

Here In Durankulak Lake Archeological Complex we have the following 

discoveries: the largest prehistoric necropolis, the oldest stone architecture in 

Europe and the world’s oldest processed gold. On the big island of the lake the 

remains of 8 settlements in superposition are found, and on the west bank there 

are many archaeological sites. So far we have the following objects studied: a 

Neolithic settlement, a prehistoric necropolis containing 1,204 tombs and burial 

https://ro.wikipedia.org/wiki/1575
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facilities, a settlement from the Bronze Age, an ancient necropolis from Hellenistic 

and Roman times, and a medieval Old Bulgarian necropolis. 

With some insignificant interruptions, the island has been inhabited for over 

6,000 years. The first human traces of his inhabitation date back to 5250 +/- 50 

BC, and the last traces date from the beginning of the 11th century AD, when an 

Old Bulgarian settlement existed. 

The inhabitants of the island were feeding with roots, wild fruits, fish and 

mussels, small and medium mammals, reindeer, wild steppe donkey, and cattle. 

They were growing the oldest sorts of wheat, barley, peas and lentils. The average 

life expectancy of humans was about 30-35 years. Men were 1.55-1.65 meters tall, 

while women were about 10 cm lower. On the Big Island in Durankulak Lake also is 

discovered the oldest stone architecture of the European continent. People living 

here were millennia ahead of the other cultures from the prehistoric world. They 

were wearing clothes made from leather and canvas, woven in primitive vertical 

looms, sometimes decorated with ornaments and bones of Mediterranean mollusks. 

In the tombs there were impressive pottery and  ornaments of gold, copper, shells 

of spondylus and dental, copper, bone and stone tools and weapons . People from 

the prehistoric settlement believed in life after death. In the necropolis they left 

many tools and food pots next to the dead for their life “beyond”. 

  

63. SHABLA LAKE 

Coordinates: 43.57644, 28.56954    

Shabla Lake is a lake located 1.6 km northeast of the town of Shabla. It is a 

coastal ridge separated from the sea with a width of up to 230 m of sands. Its area 

is 0.8-0.9 sq.km, aits depth is 0.4 to 4 m, and the salinity is 0.4%. To the north, via 

an artificially dug channel, Shabla lake is connected to the Ezerets Lake. The flora 

here is very rich and is represented by 32 species of algae and over 79 species of 

plants and vegetation. The shores are overgrown with reed, cane and water lilies. 

The lake is also rich in fish. The fish available include  catfish, carp, bream, 

caraway, redcurrant, whitefish, perch, pike, white fish and poppies. The lake also 

impressed with its numerous birds. There are 57 species of birds nesting in the 

bulrush. During the bird migration, the lake hosts 30,000 of the greater white-

fronted goose in winter and almost the entire population of the red-breasted 

goose, which is endangered specie worldwide. 

 

            64. THE TOWN OF SHABLA 

Coordinates: 43.53794, 28.53523    

Shabla is a small town with a population of 3400. It is the centre of the most 

northern Bulgarian municipality. The city is located in a steppe area, with its 

coastline being a unique boundary between an area with sharp vertical coasts and 

the long sandy beaches. The unique miracle climate is complemented by nearby 

Shabla cape and the wet area of Shabla Lake. The unique micro climate is 

complemented by the nearby Cape Shabla and the wet zone of Shabla Lake. The 
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favourable climate and location enabled the presence of life in this area as early 

as the Neolithic times. Historically, the place was inhabited by the ancient 

Karyans, and later, the Hellenic colony Karon Limen was named after them. 

The Scythians lived here, in the ancient times, followed by the Roman 

settlers guarding the Empire borders. In the period of the great migrations, 

Barbarian populations settled here, which later migrated towards the Orient.  

During the Bulgarian state, there was a very important fortress on the 

territory of the town of Shabla, with a constantly present military contingent. Two 

Old Bulgarian necropolises are also known from the same period. During the second 

Byzantine domination, late nomad tribes were populated  here as border 

population. Later Shabla became an important part of the Dobrudzha despotism. It 

is believed that the name Shabla is of Turkish origin and a legacy from the 

Ottoman rule on the Balkan Peninsula. After the liberation from the Ottomans, the 

area shares the destiny on the whole region of Southern Dobrudja. Today Shabla is 

a small resort town with well-developed agriculture. 

 

              65. ST. HARALAMPI CHURCH 

 Coordinates: 43.5354, 28.53209 

It is a Bulgarian Orthodox church built after the Liberation from the 

Ottomans. It is made of precision-crafted stone quadras in a typical style for the 

region. The church has a classical basilica form. The interior is characterised by 

numerous icons, white marble linings and bronze plated elements from the altar. 

The ambience is enhanced by the light effects of Islamic architecture-specific mini 

windows. 

 

            66. GREEN EDUCATION CENTRE 

Coordinates: 43.53863, 28.53527 

Address: 9680 Shabla, 57a Ravno Pole Str 

Website: www.shabla-greencenter.info 

Phone: +359 57 434 200 

The Green Educational Center is located in a massive stone building dating 

back to the beginning of the 20th century. The adjacent to the Centre park area 

includes a recreation area and several zones exhibiting typical for the region 

vegetation. There is a lake with water vegetation, a sandy vegetation area and a 

rock area with a rockery. There is also a small archaeological collection in the 

building. It showcases the rich past of the region with emphasis on pre-history, the 

Hellenic colonization, the late antique fortification and life during the time of the 

first Bulgarian kingdom. 

About 6 km. from Shabla to the south is located: 
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67. SHABLA LIGHTHOUSE 

Coordinates: 

The lighthouse at Cape Shabla is the oldest and tallest lighthouse on the 

Black Sea coast. It was built in the middle of the 19th century with a height of 32 

meters.  It is assumed that the lighthouse was build to copy one of the world’s 

seven wonders, the Alexandria Lighthouse  

 

 68. CARIA FORTRESS 

Coordinates: 43.53987, 28.60717   

The fortress is located next to the lighthouse and the new-built estacade, 

extending 400 meters inland into the sea. This late Antiquity fortification was built 

on the site of a Hellenic colony known as Karon Limen. In the last few centuries 

B.C, it was an important port en route from the Straits to the Crimean Peninsula. 

The fortress was captured and destroyed during the rebellion of western Pontica 

cities against the successor of Alexander the Great, the Macedonian ruler 

Lysimachos. Today the ancient port is “absorbed” by the sea. The northern and 

southern walls of the fortress are partially preserved, they were built during the 

late Roman period. It was well described by ancient chroniclers and cartographers 

under the name of Karia. From this fortification only the foundations of two 

towers-one was rectangular and the there was round. Almost the entire front of 

the wall is also preserved. The fortress was of the quadriburgium (small quadrant) 

type and it guarded the ancient harbor. During the 5th century A.D it was 

destroyed by the late invasions by the Huns. Later, the fortress was restored and 

continued its existence as a Early Byzantine castro. Several pots and pottery jars 

with wheat were dug in front of the walls. They have played the role of special 

silos in which the ready-to-trade production was stored. There is also a wine-

making facility, covered with a plastered pool, a stone spout and a clay "barrel" 

with a wide throat. The fortress was captured and destroyed by the Avar invasions 

at the end of the 6th century A.D, after which life was interrupted until the arrival 

of the Ottomans who used the ruins as a platform in the construction of the 

lighthouse. 

 

69. TULENOVO ARCH 

Coordinates: 43.48865, 28.58337 

A natural phenomenon, a rock massif with a height of 20 meters, forming a 

unique vault above the sea. The place is extremely charming. Today the area is a 

popular tourist destination. 

 

70. NATIONAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESERVE "YAYLATA" 

Coordinates: 43,441, 28,54613 

Address: village Kamen bryag, 9661, Kavarna municipality 

Website: kamenbryag.info 

Phone: +359 57 082 150 
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Entrance fees: 3,00 leva-adults, students, students and pensioners-1,50 

leva. 

2 km south of Kamen Bryag and 18 km northeast of Kavarna is located the 

Yailata National Archaeological Reserve. The reserve is 300-acre sea terrace (45.3 

hectares), separated from the sea by 50-60 m of rock massifs. Here is a cave "city" 

of 101 “dwellings" is found, settled as early as the 5th millennium BC. Three 

necropolises (family tombs) from the  3rd— 5th century A.D are carved in the 

rocks. The Necropolis No 1 was built around a carved stone on the rock massif, a 

sanctuary facing the rising sun. In the northern part of the Grand Yayla there is a 

small early Byzantine fortress, built at the end of the 5th century A.D. We have 

partially preserved here total of four towers and one tower-gate. Since the 

antiquity period we also have one sanctuary, sacrificial stones, wineries, four 

buried tombs and others. During the Middle Ages the caves were used as a 

monastery complex. On the walls of some of them you can discover the Proto-

Bulgarian signs - runic alphabets, crosses and stone niches for icons. The Yayata 

area was declared an archaeological reserve in Bulgaria by decision of the Council 

of Ministers in 1989. It covers a relatively large area of the coastline starting north 

from the village of Kamen Briag and reaching south to the Rusalka resort as well a 

500- meter coast line. On the territory of the archaeological complex there are 

numerous monuments belonging to different historical epochs from the 6th 

millennium BC. until the mid 11 century A.D. 

Yaylata Reserve not only preserves interesting and significant cultural and 

historical monuments, but is also a unique natural resource. The plant and animal 

world are very diverse. 178 different birds either nest here or migrate in winter en 

route to the shores of Africa. One of the most interesting is the Cormorant, 

included in the Red Book of engaged species. More than 270 species of fauna are 

registered here. Very seldom you can also see the rare Great bustard bir. In the 

past, here was one of the last shelters of the rare monk seal on the Black Sea 

coast. 

 

71. LATE ANTIQUITY FORTRESS 

Coordinates: 43.43787, 28.54542 

In the northern part of the plain terrace -i.e. The Big Yayla, a small fortress 

is found. The fortification facilities are located to the west and south. They are 

2.60 meters wide and have a total length of 130 meters. The front facing the 

inland there are four solid towers. At the eastern end of the southern wall we have 

the actual gate of the fortress. The faces of the defense facilities are precisely 

built of tightly adhered stone blocks. They reach a length of up to 2.00 meters and 

a width of 0.70 meters. From inside, adjacent to the fortress walls we discover 

three well-preserved, stairs. They are positioned in a way that it is easy for the 

defenders to move quickly across the platform and in between the towers. On the 

north and east, the fortress borders the sea, separated by  steep 20 meters of rock 

massifs. Inside the fortress, the main street is revealed leading from the entrance 
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to the center of the fortress. There is also a large building here that probably 

served as a guard. The entrance of the fortress was actually of a tower type - a 

gate with a width of 2.60 meters. It is divided into two partitions. The exterior was 

bordered by a falling door system and the inner one with a two wing solid wooden 

gate. Above the entrance that was armed, another tower that was well guarded 

was erected. During the excavations numerous ceramic tools, coins from copper, 

bronze, gold and silver were discovered. The coins discovered show that the 

fortress in the Yaylata area were built at the end of the 5th and early 6th century 

A.D. Surviving the Vitilian rebellion and the invasions of the Kutrigurs, the fortress 

was finally destroyed by the Avar invasion at the beginning of the 7th century. In 

the 9th century, an Old Bulgarian settlement emerged here. At the same time, the 

gate was blocked with a wall of overused stone blocks, and a small chapel was 

built at the west side wall. The life of Yayla interrupted after the extermination of 

the settlement by the Pechenegs in the middle of the 11th century A.D.  

 

72. CAVE HOMES 

Coordinates: 43.43881, 28.54507 

On the territory of the reserve are situated a large number of caves that 

were either single or part of a complex. All of them were inhabited by humans, 

and most of them are further shaped. Only in the Big Yayla the number of caves is 

101. The caves are located on several levels in the vertical ravines that isolated 

the area from the Dobrudja plateau and the the Black Sea. The first signs of their 

occupation date back to the prehistoric times. Most of the caves are used as 

homes, some of them as tombs or churches or monastic dwellings from the early 

Byzantine and early Renaissance times. 

 

73. CLIFF NECROPOLIS 

Coordinates: 43.441, 28.54613 

Over 120 tombs have been excavated to date in the open three necropolises 

in the Reserve. They are carved in the cliffs of the plateau or in the vertical 

slopes. The tombs consist of an antechamber with a rectangular or elliptical 

shaped shaft through which you can enter the burial chamber whose entrance is 

round. The shafts are blocked with a large plated stone. The chamber has a 

rectangular shape. The Necropolis No. 1 is best explored to date. Iis located on the 

plateau just before the entrance to the Great Yaila. Immediately next to this 

necropolis we find a sanctuary cut into the rocks. Like most of the other burial 

facilities, it faces the sea in the direction of the rising sun. Immediately next to 

the village is another necropolis. The discovered burial facilities are less here, 

orienting east-west and north-south. Most of them are larger in size and much 

more precisely carved. Here is the tumultuous tomb No. 2, whose eastern wall is a 

stylized with the famous image of a bull’s head. The discovered tombstones, clay 

pots, pots, glasses, lamps, bronze and iron rays, glass manners, coins, and others, 

date back to the chronological boundaries of the 2nd to 5th centuries A.D. Some of 
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the tombs were family-owned, having up to 15 skeletons discovered in them. The 

necropolis is abandoned by the Sauromatians, some federative tribes and by the 

late Roman and Early Byzantine empires. 

 

74. TAUK LIMAN (Birds’ Bay) 

Coordinates: 43.41356, 28.50402 

It is located about 6 km northeast of Cape Kaliakra and is famous for its 

small beaches, terraced slopes, abundant hot mineral water and the numerous 

rocky islets scattered around the coast. The area is landslided, it about 4 km long 

and is formed between the edge of the Dobrudzha plateau and the sea shore. As a 

result we find four amphitheatrically positioned terraces (landslides) formed, 

separated by almost vertical slopes. The tall rocky wreaths are sculptured against 

the backdrop of the lush vegetation found along the terraces. The crowns of low-

stemmed trees and shrubs such as hornbeam, dogwood, hazel, etc. are interwoven 

with a wild vine and a smilax. Among the terraces we can see caves, some are on 

the beach itself. Most beautiful ones are located in the high part of the landslide - 

the Big Maara, The Temnata hole (the longest, 170m), The Aragonite cave which 

isrichly decorated with beautiful aragonite crystals, “The Needle Ear” Cave with 

red collar formations. The name Tauk Limman is related to the Via Pontica bird 

migration route. Every spring and autumn you can see the flocks of thousands of 

gulls, wild geese, little stints and other birds. 

 

75. RUSALKA RESORT 

Coordinates: 43.41663, 28.51209 

In the bird bay there is a small but elite holiday club called Rusalka 

(Mermaid). It was created as a holiday village by the French Holiday Copany- Club 

Mediterannee in an area with an extremely beautiful and virgin nature with diverse 

terrain and landscapes: beautiful small beaches and small islands, hot mineral 

springs and beautiful caves. Due to its natural features, the area has been 

inhabited since the Neolithic period. Here we have , more famous archaeological 

monuments discovered like the late antiquity fortress, the Alani rock necropolises, 

altars, wineries etc.  Rusalka Holiday Club has 500 double bungalows located along 

the coast. Here you can find many opportunities for practicing various sports. 

There are fifteen tennis courts that attract both amateurs and professionals. Other 

sports facilities include volleyball and mini soccer playgrounds, a gymnasium, a 

table tennis. The yacht club has 15 boats and 15 canoes. The complex also offers 

horseback riding and a scuba diving school. 

  

76.THE ANCIENT FORTRESS 

Coordinates: 43.41675, 28.51632 

The fortress near St. Nicholas was built on a low rocky peninsula, falling 

between two small bays. Its fortification system is reduced to a straight 90 m long 

straight wall, encompassing the narrowest part of the peninsula between the 
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vertical rocky slopes from the west and east. A ditch was dug in front of the wall. 

Here we find two solid quadrangular towers that were built. They are 33 m far 

from each other a gate is also and situated between them. The construction of the 

fortification was completed in the style of the so-called masonry during the time 

of the Emperors Anastasius or Justinian I. The fortification existed for relatively 

shortl time and was destroyed as at the end of the 6th or 7th century by the  Avar 

invasions. 

 

77. BOLATA BAY 

Coordinates: 43.38221, 28.47074 

Bolata is a picturesque bay, part of the Kaliakra protected area. Next to it 

there is a small lake, overgrown with tracts. It has an area of 23 hecatres. The 

area is surrounded by reddish, steep rocks and ends with a large and very shallow 

beach. The species found here are typical for the habitat: the syrian spade foot 

frog, the spur-thighed toad tortoise. The Via Pontica bird migration corridor passes 

over the lake. During the spring and autumn you can be see different kinds of 

watering or moisture-loving birds. In the cracks and the caves you can observe 

mammals such as bats, the lesser white-toothed shrew and even dolphins near the 

bay. The place has been known and inhabited by man since the prehistoric era, 

with traces of the antiquity and the Middle Ages preserved here. 

 

78.  NATIONAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESERVE "KALIAKRA" 

Coordinates: 43.36044, 28.46532 

Address: Cape Kaliakra, Bulgaria 

Phone: +359 57 082 150 

Entrance fees: 3,00 leva-adults, students, students and pensioners-1,50 

leva. 

Kaliakra is a long and narrow cape on the Bulgarian northern Black Sea 

coast, in the southest part of the Dobrudzha plateau. It is located near the villages 

of Bulgarevo and St. Nicholas, 12 km from Kavarna and 60 km northeast of Varna. 

The cape is lifted 2 km into the sea. It is a natural and archaeological reserve and 

one of the Top 100 national tourist sites in Bulgaria. The shoreline at Cape Kaliakra 

is a cliff-type, the vertical rocks descend 70 meters down to the sea. The waves of 

the surf have carved foothills caves, niches, pitches and arches, which can only be 

reached from the sea. The bay formed by Cape Kaliakra is a very good shelter for 

the storms of the ships passing by. On the cape there is a museum, a restaurant, a 

lighthouse, a marine radar station, a weather station and a chapel. Kaliakra is one 

of the first protected areas in Bulgaria. Today, the area covers land and aquatic 

areas with a total area of 687.5 hectares. Here you can oftensee dolphins, The 

European shag, The Eurasian blackbird, The Eurasian hoopoe, Calandra lark, Pied 

wheatear and many others.A total of 32 species of birds are found on the plateau 

part and another 12 types on the rocky cornices. The surrounding rocky massifs are 

a refuge for owl, long leg buzzard and some endangered reptiles included in the 
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Red Book of Bulgaria. Here are nesting interesting waterfowl - the little bittern, 

the little grebe, and ducks. During the flight, more than 150 species of birds stop 

in the rest and eating area. 

The earliest settlements date back to the 4th century BC, when the area 

was inhabited by the Thracian tribe. They gave the place its first name- Tyrisis. 

The ancient geographer Strabo, when describing Kaliakra, says that the 

Macedonian ruler Lysimah, one of Alexander the Great's heirs, had resided there.  

The town is expanding at that time and a fortress wall built for for further 

consolidation and fortification. During Roman times, the fortress was expanded 

further. In the second half of the 4th century, a third fortification with 10-meter-

thick walls, 2.90 m thick, was built further in the end of the cape. Thus the city 

was divided into internal and external one by series of by fortification lines. They 

have revealed numerous dwellings, public and religious buildings, as well as the 

remains of ancient and early Christian necropolises. Year 513 A.D witnessed a 

battle here between the Byzantine Emperor Anastasius I and the rebel leader 

Flavius Vitalianus. Vitalianus was supported by the local population and the 

federation troops. In that battle, the Byzantine army suffered an overwhelming 

defeat. This shaking the ground civil war, did not impact the wealth of Akre, but in 

less than 100 years it was destroyed by the invasions of  the Avars. Later, the 

Proto-Bulgarian tribes settled on site, but their presence was well traced only in 

the 10-11 centuries. During this period, the area fell under the rule of the 

Byzantine Empire, and later of the late Nomads-Uzi, Pechenegs and Kumans. All of 

them permanently settled in the area. During the time of the Second Bulgarian 

Kingdom, Kaliakra is one of the most important fortified centers of the North-

Eastern region of Bulgaria (the Karvuna Hora). The earliest dated West European 

map, which mentions the modern name Kaliakra, is that of the Italian Petrus 

Vesconte from Year 1318. In other Italian maps and works of the 14th century the 

Cape is also described as Capo Calacria or Calacria. The greatest blooming Kaliakra 

witnessed in the second half of the 14th century when it was the residence of the 

Bulgarian despots rulers of Balik and Dobrotitsa. It covers the northeastern 

Bulgarian lands, which were then separated from the central government and 

established into a separate state. The Dobrudzha district is also called Dobrotitsa. 

Nowadays ruins of the walls of the fortress, part of the water network, the baths 

and the residence of the diner are preserved. 

 

79. KAVARNA CITY 

Coordinates: 43.43305, 28.33517 

The city was founded in the 5th century BC. by the Hellenic colonists under 

the name of Byzone. The citadel of the city was on the plateau of Cape 

Chirakman, the key to its existence was the harbor located in the bay. Thank to it, 

the city flourished with dynamic trading activity with other Hellenic colonies and 

the neighboring barbarian tribes of Thracians and Scythians and Getae. Throughout 

this period, the city played an important mediating role in the trade between local 
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settlements and merchants from the islands Rhodes Island, Crete, Synop, Egypt. 

We have evinece to support hthis from the many amphora stamp elements stored 

in the museum. In the second half of the 1st century BC a catastrophic earthquake 

totally distroys the ancient city it was “absorb” by the sea.  

Under the Roman period, the city was resurrected under the same name and 

quiqly flourished, so did the port. Populations from Sarmatian-Alaan descent has 

settled in the area. It served the defense function during the next Early Byzantine 

period, when the cape was fortified by an additional line. At the beginning of the 

7th century, the city was destroyed during the Avar invasions. Later, the Proto-

Bulgarian tribes settled in the area, leaving several large necropolises. During the 

Byzantine rule of the region settled tribal groups from the late nomads, who 

partially changed the ethnical mix of the region. During the second Bulgarian 

kingdom the name Karvuna was first introduced, and the region became the most 

important center of the northeastern territories known as the Karvuna Hora. The 

greatest prosperity was reached in the 14th century during the reign of Balik and 

Dobrotitsa Despotes. In the following centuries the history of the locality is 

interwoven with the history of the whole region.  

Today the town is an important tourist center on the Bulgarian northern 

Black Sea coast. 

 

80. HISTORICAL MUSEUM-KAVARNA CITY 

Coordinates: 43.43204, 28.33978 

Address: town of Kavarna, Chernomorska 1, 9650 

Website: kavarnalife.com 

Phone: +359 57 082 150 

Entrance fees: 3,00 leva-adults, students, pupils and seniors -1,50 leva. 

Working hours: 

Monday 8:00 to 12:00, 13:00 to 17:00 

Saturday Closed 

Sunday Closed 

The Historical Museum of Kavarna is home to findings dating back to the 

5th-6th until the middle of the 20th century. A collection of archaeological 

artefacts from the region is very rich. The exhibition exhibits typical of the 

Hellenistic colonization era on the Black Sea Coast, the Thracian culture and the 

Roman - Early Byzantine Empires. There are findings from all periods of the First 

and Second Bulgarian state. 

 

81. MUSEUM OF "DOBRUDJA AND THE SEA"  

Coordinates: 43.4343, 28.33519 

Address: Kavarna, 1, Chirakman Street, 9650 

Phone: +359 57 084 288 

Entrance fees: 3,00 leva-adults, students, pupils and seniors -1,50 leva. 

Working hours: 
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Monday 8:00 to 12:00, 13:00 to 17:00, Saturday Closed,  Sunday: Closed 

The restored Turkish bath from the 15th century is located next to the 

historic museum. Here is the exhibition "Dobrudja and the Sea", which tells about 

the maritime history of the region. Stone anchors, coins and other archaeological 

objects discovered on the banks of Dobrudja are exhibited. 

 

82. ETHNOGRAPHIC HOUSE 

Coordinates: 43.43012, 28.3346 

Address: town of Kavarna, 18 Sava Ganchev Street, 9650 

Phone: +359 57 085 017 

Entrance fees: 3,00 leva-adults, students, pupils and senior persons - 1,50 

leva. 

Working hours: 

Monday 8:00 to 12:00, 13:00 to 17:00, Saturday Closed,  Sunday: Closed 

The exposition is located in a restored, wealthy merchant house from the 

beginning of the 20th century. There are folk costumes from different ethnographic 

groups and ornaments, as well as exhibits related to the old city life. Open spaces 

show different moments of the every day life in the traditional Bulgarian family. 

 

83.CHURCH OF “THE HOLY MOTHER OF GOD” 

Coordinates: 43.43064, 28.33718 

It was built in 1860, in a style typical of the old Kavarna architecture of 

beautifully shaped hewn stones. It is a three-nave basilica with a bell tower and a 

narthex to which a ladder for a balcony is built, in which the church choir sings. 

The interior of the church is enriched with a worship throne, pulpit, and a 

prominary of wood with wonderful carvings, made by masters from the famous 

school of Debar. Today the church has been restored and renovated. 

 

           84. BYZONE 

Coordinates: 43.4141, 28.34712 

            The coastal settlement of Byzone was mentioned in many antique sources. 

It is located in today’s port of Kavarna. It originated as an indigenous Thracian 

settlement in the second half of the first millennium BC. Later, it was colonized by 

immigrants from Messambria. During the Hellenistic period, Byzone became one of 

the major shopping centers in this part of the Pontiac coast. Afterwards, follewed 

a long period of decline caused by a series of military-political events in the late-

Hellenistic era and the catastrophic earthquake in the 1st century BC. During the 

Roman era followed a period of revival in Byzone and the settlement expanded to 

the low coastal terrace right next to the beach. The underwater exploration of the 

Kavarna Bay and the multitude of cave-warehouses excavated in the rocks around 

it, testify to the particularly active use of the port complex during the late antique 

era (4th-6th century). During the early Byzantine era, following the barbaric threat 

and the unprotected terrain of the previous period, Byzone moved to the over 
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120m high Chirakman plateau, becoming a fortified village. It had two reserved 

fortifications, barring the only approach to the flattened slope of the plateau. The 

fortification was built during the reign of Emperor Anastasius. The most famous of 

the buildings studied in it is the St. Kozma and Damian Christian monastery, from 

which are preserved numerous architectural details, elements of interior and 

inscription. 

The fortress is one of the few in the region that survived until the beginning of the 

7th century when it was devastated by the Avar invasion. Furthermore, traces of 

the old-Bulgarian state and the Middle Ages have been discovered. 

             

           85. "ST. GEORGE" CHURCH 

 Coordinates: 43.43272, 28.33921 

           The Church “St. George” is the oldest preserved Bulgarian building in the 

city. Its construction is basilic, one-nave, one-bladed, with a semi-cylindrical lid. 

The temple was built in 1836. It was burned during the Kavarna Uprising.After the 

liberation from the Ottoman rule, a bell tower was built to the northwest corner, 

and along the west and part of the southern wall was built a narthex. 

 

          86. THE TOWN OF BALCHIK 

 Coordinates: 43.4269, 28.16171 

       Balchik is a city with a thousand-year history. Life here was witnessed since 

prehistoric times, and in particular, the Eneolithic. Thousands of years later, on 

the site of the ancient Thracian port of Krouni, Hellenic colonists coming from 

Miletus founded here the famous trade colony. At the end of the 3rd century BC, 

the sea expelled a wooden article on the shore of Krouni, and the citizens 

perceived this as a sign and renamed the settlement to Dionysopolis. 

      During the period of Roman rule the Roman Empire targeted the polis that was 

finaly included in the province of Lower Moesia in Roman times and played an 

important role in it. During Dionysopolis' late antiquity, it became the center of a 

new Roman province called Scythia Minor retaining its significance. In his official 

documents from the 6th century Dyonisopolis was again included in the list of cities 

and bishop's headquarters in the province. According to Theofan the Confessor, 

reconfimed by later Byzantine chroniclers, in 544/545 the Dionysopolis area 

suffered from a sudden, short-lived flood, probably caused by a powerful 

underwater earthquake. It caused devastating damages to the famous temple of 

the goddess Cybele. Because of this disaster, the city relocated to the high seaside 

plateau, where a huge fortress was built in the area known as “the Horizon”, at 

the end of the 5th or the beginning of the 6th century.After its devastation, the 

Proto-Bulgarian tribes settled in the area. The re-conquest of the city by the 

Byzantine Empire marked new changes, and life shifted to a new fortress built in 

Jenny Bair. At the time of the Second Bulgarian Kingdom, Balchik was a very 

important center of the Northeastern region of the Kingdom known as the Karvuna 

Hora. It was burned by the Mongols during their first raids on the Balkans. Later 
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Balchik was included in the Despotate of Dobrudja and received his current name 

from its founder, the noble aristocrat (the boyar) Balik. During the time of the 

Ottoman domination, the city retained its importance as an important port, but 

was captured twice and plundered by the navy of the Cossacks fleet. After the 

liberation of Bulgaria, the city became an important port, center of wheat exports 

from Dobrudja to Constantinople. After the Second World War and the First World 

War, Balchik was for a shrt time included in the territory of neighboring Romania. 

During this time, the summer palace and the beautiful gardens of Queen Mary were 

built. After the return of Balchik to the Bulgarian state and the coming communist 

regime, the role of Balchik as a port center was overtaken by neighboring Varna. 

Today, Balchik is a beautiful resort town with preserved ancient architecture, 

including picturesque houses from the region-specific stone. 

 

             87. LATE ANTIQUITY FORTRESS 

 Coordinates: 43.41542, 28.16053 

             In the Northern part of Balchik, on the territory of the present district of 

Horizon, there are the remains of a very long late Roman fortress. It is located at 

about 1 km from the seashore and occupies the corner of the 220 m high seashore, 

formed between the steep and at some places even vertical  slope to the sea (from 

the south) and a wide and deep valley (from the east). The fortification has an 

irregular, strongly prolonged from the south-southwest towards the north-

northeast plan. It is located at more than 300 meters from the southern slope of 

the coastal plateau and occupies the edge of its terrace and the upper slope to the 

east valley. The fortified area is 15 ha. The Northern and Western side of the 

Southern fortress walls are fully explored. The trace of the Eastern fortress wall is 

about 770 m long and resembles a broken line consisting of 4 sections with a 

predetermined terrain configuration. 

               The Southern fortress wall is entirely straight and has a length of about 

250 m.  

The Southwestern corner of the fortress is guarded by an impressive circular 

tower, which represents two different periods of construction. Its length amounts 

to 485 m.  

              The Northern fortress wall consists of two sections - the West wall is 90 

meters long and the East wall is 136 meters. At the point of its connection to the 

Western wall and at the break along its route were elevated one fan-shaped tower. 

At the Eastern end of the wall is the Northern fortress gate, flanked by two very 

large quadrangular towers.  

               The construction of the fortification system in "Horizon" is characterized 

by the use of opus implectum, where the faces were formed with well-worked 

stone blocks of small and medium size, laid in the right horizontal rows. The bases 

are about 3.20 m wide. 

              The construction usually refers to the end of the 5th the beginning of the 

6th century AD was part of the defense activities of Emperor Anastasius. The 
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fortification construction is most probably completed duting the reign of Emperor 

Justinian I. It is believed that the finalizaton of the construction works were 

accelerated by the consequences of the cataclysmic floods caused by the 

underwater earthquake in 544/545 AD. The fortress was destroyed at the beginning 

of the 7th century during the invasions of the Avars. 

 

88. THE HISTORICAL MUSEUM OF BALCHIK 

Coordinates: 43.41119, 28.16926 

      Address: Balchik, 2, Dimitar Zhelev Str., 9600 

Phone: +359 57 972 177 

Entrance fee for persons from 7 to 18 years, students and senior persons - 

1.00 BGN 

Entrance fee for persons over 18 years - 5,00 BGN 

 Guided Tour- 5.00 BGN (thematic), 2.00 BGN (general). 

The exposition of the museum presents the history of the town from its very 

beginning in the 6th century BC. In the first hall there are exhibited the earliest 

archaeological evidences for the first settlers of Balchik from 5-4 millennium BC. 

The diversity of the peoples living in the region - Thracians, Hellenes, Scythians 

and Celts can be traced back through the collection artefacts. There are clay icons 

and vessels of Eneolithic, Hellenistic and Thracian pottery, replica of a Roman 

chariot, artefacts discovered in the Ancient Bulgarian Necropolis near the airport. 

The focus in the second hall is part of the rich inventory of a Roman tomb of a 

priest-doctor. Further to that, here can be see a reconstruction of a festive chariot 

from the same place. 

 In the third hall are exhibited numerous findings from the temple of the 

Pontic Mother of the Gods Cybele. The most impressive of them are the marble 

statues of the goddess, carved on plates inscriptions and decrees, various elements 

of the interior of the temple, benches, altars and others. The recently-studies site 

represents the goddess's most preserved temple in the world. 

 

89. ETHNOGRAPHIC HOUSE 

Coordinates: 43.41109, 28.16927 

It is situated opposite the Historical Museum in a restored rich Renaissance 

home of a wealthy Balkan merchant of wheat. Expositions are located on the first 

and second floors, as well as in the courtyard of the house. There are objects 

related to the lifestyle, customs and traditions of the citizens of Balchik and the 

villages in the region. These are agricultural and handicraft objects and tools, 

bots, fabrics and ornaments. 

 

90.THE TEMPLE OF THE MOTHER OF THE GODS CYBELE 

Coordinates: 43.40581, 28.1677 

Address: Town of Balchik, 1, General "Vladimir Zaimov", 9600, 
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The best-preserved temple of Cybele, the Great Mother of the Gods, was 

rectangular in shape. The building has an area of 93.5 sq.m. It was built during the 

period 280-260 BC. Almost all the statues found are of Cybele. In four of the 

statuettes found here depict the goddess with a lion in her lap. The goddess of the 

main statue in the temple is dressed in a long chiton with a himation placed over 

her left shoulder and lap and is seated on a throne. In the right hand she holds the 

phial and in the left one most probably was the scepter. The lion is not on her lap, 

but is depicted as relief - squatting on the right side of the throne. 

27 inscriptions and several smaller fragments are entirely or almost totally 

preserved from the temple. All scripts, with the exception of one, are in Greek. 

The earliest inscriptions are from the 3rd century BC. The most recent scrip and the 

only one in Latin dates back to the first quarter of the 4th century. 

Among the documents found in the temple, there are lists of priests and 

servants of Cybele. The religious community celebrated its cult on the first day of 

each month. The main feast of Cybele was celebrated by the polis in the month of 

Tavreon. From the inscription, we learn about another celebration, in which only 

women participated. They gathered flowers, organized a procession and made 

sacrifices. The temple was destroyed several times. It was burnt in 378, along with 

dozens of other villages in Moesia and Scythia, plundered by the Goths who had 

settled in the area two years earlier as Roman federators. 

In the 5th or 6th centuries, a significant part of the building was demolished 

to the level it has preserved to this day. In 544-545, the temple was flooded by a 

giant sea wave that flooded the earth. The natural disaster has sealed the temple 

tightly and, similar to the ancient Pompey, preserved it up to the present day. 

 

91.BOTANICAL GARDEN 

Coordinates: 43.40511, 28.14784 

Address: Balchik, Acad. Daki Yordanov, No. 28, 9600 

Website: www.ubg-bg.com 

Phone: +359 57 972 338 

The complex is open to visitors all year round. However, the best time to 

visit is from May to October. Working time in the summer is 08:00 - 20:00; winter: 

8:30 am - 5:30 pm Admission fee for adults - 8,00 BGN. Visitors can enjoy guided 

tours and various training courses. There are special alleys for disabled people. 

University Botanical Garden of Sofia University "St. Kliment Ohridski" in 

Balchik was established in 1955. Today it covers an area of 194 decares. Within the 

protected area, specialists and volunteers can observe natural ecosystems and 

appreciate the rich biodiversity of the region. Here is the royal-park complex "The 

Palace", that was the summer residence of the Romanian Queen Maria in the early 

20th century.  

The botanical garden includes plant species from all continents of the 

world. 
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Remarkable accent in the collection are the beautifully decorated corners of 

the garden with one-year spring and summer flowers, alpine and aquatic 

vegetation, ferns, protected and rare species, lianas, flowering and evergreen 

shrubs. Over 3,000 plant species are grown here. 

           

           92.ART GALLERY 

 Coordinates: 43.40646, 28.16527 

         The Art Gallery is a picturesque building with a beautiful terraced courtyard. 

It served as a former Romanian court chamber. It is located in the center of 

Balchik and is department of the local historical museum. On an area of 800 square 

meters are exhibited works of art of many Bulgarian artists. On the first floor there 

is a hall for foreign art and two halls, hosting temporary exhibitions. On the second 

floor there is the permanent exhibition hall. There are over 1500 works by 

Bulgarian and foreign authors in the gallery's halls. 

         

         93. "St. NIKOLA" CHURCH 

 Coordinates: 43.41483, 28.16455 

       St. Nikola is the oldest church in Balchik. It was built in 1845. Later, the 

temple was burnt down and in 1865-1866 the present church was built on its 

foundations. The building is a three-nave basilica with one apse. The entrances are 

on the Western and Southern walls, with marble slabs with inscriptions in the 

Church-Slavonic language. Its construction is a master piece, made of stone, which 

is typical of the urban architecture of Balchik. To improve acoustics in the walls 

clay pots were built in. The interior decoration of the temple consists primarily of 

icons and fine carved ceilings. 

  

              94.CHURCH OF ST. CONSTANTIN AND HELEN 

 Coordinates: 43.40617, 28.16543 

          The church "St. St. Constantine and Helen "is a three-nave, one-apse basilica 

with a high bell tower. In the interior there are no frescoes. For a long time the 

church was abandoned, but today it is re-consecrated as an Orthodox temple. 

 

             95."ST. GEORGE" Church 

 Coordinates: 43.40663, 28.16392 

              The Church of St. George was built in 1897. The building is a three-nave 

basilica with a dome situated above the narthex and a bell tower. This is the 

largest church in Balchik. The interior of the building is of the highest artistic 

value and includes the iconostasis and the tabernacle throne. They are wooden, 

carved with very exquisite decoration. 
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             96.“STELLA MARIS” CHAPEL 

 Coordinates: 43.40415, 28.14859 

            It was built in 1926 in the summer residence of the Romanian Queen Mary 

and named Orthodox chapel "Stella Maris" (in translation - Sea Star). It is a cross-

shaped temple raised in the tradition of the medieval church architecture. The 

chapel is inspired by a temple in a small village in Cyprus. Here, according to the 

will of the queen, her heart was preserved, which after the liberation was 

transferred to Romania. 

 

              97.TURGUT REIS MOSQUE  

Coordinates: 43.40537, 28.16863 

          It is close to the harbor. The building was built in the 19th century. It carries 

the characteristic features of Islamic architecture. In the yard there is the tomb of 

its sponsor - captain Turgut. 

 

          98."ARCHITECTURAL-PARK COMPLEX" "THE PALACE" 

Coordinates: 43.40312, 28.14567 

Address: Town of Balchik, Resort Zone-Palace 1, 9600 

Website: www.dvoreca.com 

Phone: +359 57 976 849 

The complex is open to visitors all year round. Admission fee for adults - 

6,00 BGN. Visitors can enjoy guided tours and various training courses.  

"The Palace" is the former summer residence of the Romanian Queen Maria. 

It is located about 2 km Southwest of the town of Balchik, in a beautiful area 

between the Balchik rocky coastal and the sea. The Palace complex was designed 

and built by Italian architects from 1924-1927 while a Swiss florist was hired to 

arrange the park. Later, in 1937, he died and his work was completed by a Swiss-

born jew Gutman. In addition, many local residents have worked for the 

construction of this wonderful place. In the Palace there are scattered buildings in 

different architectural styles, as well as artifacts belonging to different ages, 

cultures and religions. Among them is the decorative mosque with a minaret, 

crosses placed in many places with inscriptions in the Slavic language - brought 

from the graveyards of the monasteries in Moldova. Furthermore, there is a 

Byzantine Orthodox chapel, colonnades and a yard in Moorish style, beautiful 

mythological creatures on the fountains. 

 Numerous terraces shaped by corridor plants and tunnels between beautiful 

wrought iron gates, water cannon labyrinths and water mirrors, garden with 

weeping willow trees, cherry and cedar. There are recreated fairy tale places like 

the Bridge of Sighs and the Nymphaeum, beautiful waterfalls, the largest on the 

Balkan peninsula magnolia and many more wonderful plants brought from all over 

the world. 
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99. ALBENA HOLIDAY VILLAGE 

Coordinates: 43.36781, 28.08006 

Albena Resort is located on the Northern Black Sea Coast, 35 km north of 

Varna and 12 km away from Balchik. It is situated in close proximity to the cool 

forests of the Baltata Reserve. 

The complex has nearly 15,000 beds in over 40 hotels of different 

categories. The hotels are located in the park area and on the beach. The 

beautiful scenery and the wonderful beach facilitate complete relaxation. The 

beach area of Albena has a length of 3.5 km and its width reaches 150 m. The 

average summer temperature is +28 degrees and the average temperature of the 

sea water during the summer is 25 degrees. 

The resort has seven football stadiums, a hockey court, four indoor pools, 

outdoor and indoor tennis courts. The complex also offers good conditions for 

horseback riding and water entertainment (water skiing, surfing, triathlon). 

There are three spa centers within Albena resort, offering a variety of 

classical and exotic rehabilitation and beauty treatments. The spa centers also 

provide preventive procedures for many diseases. The resort has a modern 

hemodialysis center. 

Sightseeing tours are organized for history fans, there are tours to Aladja 

Monastery, Madara Rider, Cape Kaliakra, Yailata archaeological reserve, and for 

nature explorers - a safari and trekking tour to one of the nearby reserves. 

In Albena tourists can find anything they need - shops, restaurants, bars, 

pharmacies, post office, banks, ATMs, rent-a-car and medical center, etc. From 

the more remote hotels there are buses to and from the beach every 30 minutes. 

An attractive train also provides transportation within the resort. 

 

100. “BALTATA” RESERVE 

Coordinates: 43.34797, 28.07299  

Baltata Reserve is located in a riparian woodland lying around the mouth of 

the Batova River. Among the tallest trees in the forest are the clear-lipped and the 

Polish elm, summer oak, white poplar, white willow, wild pear, maple, plain 

hornbeam and black alder. For the reserve are typical turf plants such as 

humpback, vineyards, ordinary vine, ivy and various kinds of flowers: snowflakes, 

hyacinths, lily of the valley, rums, perunica, oman and many others. The Reserve 

is home to various mammalian species, the largest of which is wild boar, as well as 

many waterfowl. 

 

101. TEKKE "AK YAZALLAH BABA" 

            Coordinates: 43.39331, 28.05432 

           Address: village Obrochishte, 9630 

          Website: travelbulgaria.news 

           Phone: +359 57 972 177 

           Working hours: daily from 09.00 to 17.00. 
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           Entrance Fees: For persons aged 7 to 18, students, students and senior 

persons - BGN 1.00; for persons over 18 - 5 BGN. 

The Tekke of the Muslim saint Ak Jazallah Baba is an extremely interesting 

architectural monument of religious and cultural significance. It was once one of 

the largest in the former Ottoman Empire in Europe. The Tekke was founded in the 

16th century. Its building continued for several decades and coincided with the 

rule of Sultan Suleiman I. 

Today, from he Tekke are preserved the turbe (mausoleum) and the imaret 

(canteen), which is restored. The turbe is 12-meter tall with 11-meter diameter. It 

is made of precisely-shaped limestone quads. The ceiling is dome-shaped, painted 

with stylized plant and geometric ornaments in Eastern style. 

In the middle of the Tekke is the tomb of the Muslim sacred Ak Jazallah Baba, 

orientated east-west. There is an altar and a candle-lit place, characteristic of the 

Alevism - an unorthodox movement in the Shiite branch of Islam.  

 

102. DOBRICH CITY 

Coordinates: 43.57259, 27.82726 

Dobrich is a city in Northeastern Bulgaria, administrative and economic 

center of Dobrich region and Dobrich municipality. The city is geographical center 

and the largest settlement in Southern Dobrudja. The earliest evidence of human 

settlement here dates back to the 4th -3rd century BC. From this period, we have 

no written records, only archaeological artifacts such as amphorae with stamps 

from Hellenic seaports. A Roman settlement emerged later on this territory which 

existed in 2nd-4th century AD. The most notable evidence from this period is the 

Roman bath. It was watered with natural mineral water from existing springs. 

Unfortunately, the necropolis of this settlement is entirely located under the 

modern city. Three necropolises from the Middle Ages - 8th – 11th century AD were 

localised on the territory of the modern city. The devastating invasions of the late 

Nomads from the first third of the 11th century led to depopulation of inner 

Dobrudja, and life in the settlements declined during the entire period of the 

Second Bulgarian Kingdom. 

The present city was “reborn” in the 16th century as Hadjioglu Pazardzhik. 

In the oldest written records it is mentioned as a small village with 14 households. 

The settlement was rapidly growing. According to reports by the Turkish traveler 

Evlia Chelebi, who visited the city between 1646 and 1650, there were over 1,000 

houses, about 100 shops, 3 inns, 3 hamams, 12 mosques, 12 schools. 

After the Russo-Turkish War of 1877-1878 Hadjioglu Pazardzhik joined the 

Principality of Bulgaria and received his present name.  

 

103.REGIONAL HISTORICAL MUSEUM OF DOBRICH 

Coordinates: 43.57094, 27.83052 

Address: City of Dobrich, 18 Konstantin Stoilov Str., 9300 

Website: www.dobrichmuseum.bg 
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Phone: +359 58 603 256 

Entrance fees: adults - 3.00 BGN, children, students, pupils - 1.00 BGN, 

family ticket - 4.00 BGN 

Guided tours: in Bulgarian - 6.00 BGN, in foreign language - 12.00 BGN 

The museum collects, studies, preserves and presents the cultural-historical 

and natural heritage of Dobrudja and Dobrich district. More than 180,000 exhibits 

are stored in the museum's funds 

Departments: Archeology; Revival; Ethnography; Modern History; Literature 

and arts; Nature. All are hosted in separate buildings with individual exhibitions. 

The Exposition “Archeology of Dobrudja” 

The exposition is located in the administrative building of the Regional 

Museum. In the exposition hall in chronological order are arranged findings from 

the unique prehistoric complex near Durankulak, ceramic vessels from the 

necropolises along the Dry river valley, luxury objects from the Hellenic 

colonization of the Black Sea coast, exquisite marble and bronze works of Roman 

sculpture and art, bone, stone, bronze and iron weapons and labor tools, luxury 

jewelery from the center of the Dobrudja Despotate. The focus in the exhibition 

are the cultures of the different horse nations inhabiting the region: Scythians, 

Sarmatians, Alans, Proto-Bulgarians and various late nomadic tribes. 

- The exposition "Icons from the Revival Period in Dobrudja" with the largest 

icons collection in Bulgaria "St. St. Cyril and Methodius " is presented in the 

building of the City Art Gallery. 

 

 104.YORDAN YOVKOV MEMORIAL HOUSE 

Coordinates: 43.56472, 27.83259 

The Memorial house preserves the most extensive funds of "Yordan Yovkov", 

"Anastas Petrov", "Petar Dachev" in Bulgaria. It was built in memory of the great 

Bulgarian writer Yordan Yovkov also known as “the singer of Dobrudja”. The 

memorial house hosts valuable exhibitions devoted to important aspects of the 

cultural life of Dobrudja. 

 

105. MILITARY CEMETARY DOBRICH 

Coordinates: 43.58588, 27.8329 

It is located in the place of the famous Dobrich fair. The cemetery is the 

largest military cemetery from the First World War. Here are buried over 3000 

soldiers of seven nationalities. The vast majority of them have fallen into one of 

the great battles of the Balkan Front, known as the Dobrich Epopee. In the 

courtyard of the complex there is a small chapel "St. Arahangel Michael". 

 

          106.MUSEUM IN THE CITY PARK  ST. GEORGE 

          Coordinates: 43.56446, 27.83038 

         Address: Dobrich city, 1, "Treti Mart" Blvd., 9300 

         Website: www.dobrichmuseum.bg 
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         Telephone: 058 604 381 

          Entrance fees: adults - 3.00 BGN, children, students, pupils - 1.00 BGN, 

family ticket - 4.00 BGN 

        Guided tours: in Bulgarian - 6.00 BGN, in foreign language - 12.00 BGN 

 

        The museum is divided into two parts representing the nature of Dobrudja 

and the modern history of the region. Currently, only the natural-scientific 

collection exists as a permanent exhibition. 

       The exposition is extremely rich and reflects the bio diversity of flora and 

fauna in Dobrudja region. Panoramic pavilions have been made, bringing to life 

typical fauna species. It presents all the ecosystems that are found in the steppes 

of Dobrudja, broad-leaved and dense forest, the rocky landscape near Dry River 

Valley and the caves near Tyulenovo. There is an exhibition sound typical for the 

wildlife in Dobrudja.  

 

107. THE ETHNOGRAPHIC HOUSE 

Coordinates: 43.56653, 27.8316 

Address: city of Dobrich, 5, Alen Mak Street, 9300 

Entrance fees: adults - 3.00 BGN, children, students, pupils - 1.00 BGN, 

family ticket - 4.00 BGN 

Guided tours: in Bulgarian - 6.00 BGN, in foreign language - 12.00 BGN 

"Ethnographic House" Dobrich is part of the Regional Historical Museum in 

Dobrich. It was built between 1860 and 1861 in a typical architectural style of the 

Bulgarian national Revival era. The ethnographic house is located in the center of 

the town of Dobrich, next to the church "St. Am. George". 

The house was restored and turned into a museum. Its interior presents the 

life and livelihood of the people in Dobroudja of the late 19th and early 20th 

centuries. 

At the basement of the house are located: the porch with the traditional 

clothing of the local citizens; the kitchen; the bedroom and the basement, in 

which original containers for the preparation and storage of winter are displayed, 

and agricultural tools and objects related to home crafts. 

On the upper floor, in the guest room, the atmosphere of the rich 

merchant's home was recreated. The rest of the rooms were arranged the tools 

and items that were representative for the beginning of the 20th century. 

 

108. THE OPEN AIR ARCHITECTURAL AND ETHNOGRAPHIC MUSEUM "OLD 

DOBRICH" 

Coordinates: 43.57112, 27.83025 

Address: City of Dobrich, 18 Konstantin Stoilov Str., 9300 

Website: www.dobrichmuseum.bg 

Phone: +359 58 602 642 
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Hadjioglu Pazardjik was once a busy trading and crafts center. There were 3 

guesthouses, 200 shops, a huge paved (covered market) with 2 facades and 2 doors 

located on the "Royal Road". All these buildings have been completely destroyed in 

modern times. Instead, an ethnographic complex was built. It aims to preserve and 

promote some of the old crafts practiced in Dobrudja. It is designed as a 

commercial street (charshia) covered with stone slabs. On both sides are located 

workshops, built in authentic old style. They feature traditional crafts such as 

coppership, pottery, icon painting, carving, weaving, shoemaking, hats, etc. Some 

of the shops are shaped like guesthouse, pub, café, bakery, patisserie, boza and a 

syrup shop. The complex is home of the administrative building of the Regional 

Historical Museum of Dobrich with the restoration of the Renaissance school and 

the exposition “Archeology of Dobroudja” and a lapidarium with antique and early 

medieval monuments, located in a inner courtyard. Right next to it is the oldest 

building in the area, a Muslim temple in which the Mufti's office now operates. At 

its base, there is one of the three fountains built in the complex. In a small square 

at the very end of the central street (the charshiya) was restored the most 

attractive monument of the old town – the clock tower from the time of the 

Ottoman Empire. 

 

109. ROMAN BATH 

Coordinates: 43.5746, 27.82666 

It is located in the center of Dobrich. The facility is 23-by-11 meters. There 

are 6 rooms, each of them with specific functions - dressing rooms, cold pools, 

moderate temperature and hot procedures, combustion chamber. There were 

discovered parts of the ancient Roman water supply and sewerage systems. The 

bathroom was one of the centers of the Roman settlement. It was built near 

mineral spring, known today as "Bitter Fountains" from the 3rd – 4th century. Today 

the facility has been restored and preserved. 

 

110. THE ART GALLERY 

Coordinates: 43.56806, 27.82656 

The Art Gallery is located in the center of Dobrich, next to the municipality 

building. It was founded in 1963, and subsequently moved to the building of the 

former Romanian court. The gallery collects, studies and preserves works of fine 

arts of artists from different generations as well as records for the history of the 

gallery and the development of art in the city, the region and the country. The Art 

Fund is divided into six collections, formed on a thematic and genre basis. The 

total number of works included in the fund is almost 3400, out of which about 400 

works are included in the permanent exhibition. The permanent exhibition is 

located in six halls. The gallery hosts temporary expositions and other cultural 

events. His educational programs for pupils are themed around the "Workshop for 

imagination" project. The team is preparing professional catalogues and other 
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publications related to the Gallery fund. In the gallery there is a large exposition 

with icons of the Regional Historical Museum. 

 

             111.THE CHURCH "ST. GEORGE" CHURCH 

 Coordinates: 43.5661, 27.83185 

       It is located in the town center, near the Ethnographic House. 

      The church is the first Orthodox temple in Dobrich. It is a three-nave basilica 

without a dome. It is 12 meters high. The church was built in 1843, burnt during 

the Crimean War, and again restored in 1868. The interior incorporates a wooden, 

richly carved iconostasis and frescoes from the end of the last century, as well as 

numerous icons. 

 

            112.THE CHURCH "ST.TRINITY” 

 Coordinates: 43.56817, 27.82052 

            It is located in the central part of the town of Dobrich. The church is built 

in 1911, in the yard of an older temple the oldest dated to 1859. The church is a 

three-nave basilica with a dome and a bell tower. The interior includes frescoes 

and icons on its iconostasis were made by the student of Repin – Gospodin 

Zhelyazkov. 

Here was opened also the first school building in the city, which tought the mutual 

learning method. 

 

         113. CHURCH "ST. OVANES" 

Coordinates: 43.56957, 27.83232 

It is located in the center of Dobrich, close to the city market. It is an 

Armenian church, built in 1894 in place of an old temple from 1830. Her design 

was the work of Italian architects. It is a one-nave church with stone foundations 

and walls and a wooden roof structure. In the temple you can see original images 

of Armenian saints, painted in the nineteenth century. 

 

            114. THE TOWN OF KRUSHARI 

 Coordinates: 43.81573, 27.7556 

             Krushari Municipality is located in Southern Dobrudja and is one of the 

municipalities of Dobrich Region. 

             For the first time the village of Krushari / Armutli / is mentioned in an 

Ottoman document from 1526 to 1527. under the names of Armutlia. After the 

Ottoman rule, the region was included within the boundaries of the Principality of 

Bulgaria. Its main attractions are the beautiful scenery and the majestic remains 

of ancient cultures and civilizations. Most of them are concentrated in the area of 

12 km. west in: 

 

115. THE PICTURESQUE GORGES OF SUHA REKA (“THE DRY RIVER”) 

Coordinates: 43.82107, 27.603 
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The Dry River valley is a protected area located on the territory of Krushari 

Municipality, in the land of the villages of Gaber, Efreytor Bakalovo, Zimnitsa, 

Kapitan Dimitrovo and Ognyanovo.The Dry River and its surroundings are a natural 

and archaeological landmark, both for the Dobrich region and the entire Southern 

Dobrudja. 

In ancient times, the Dry River was the largest source of fresh water in the 

inner Dobrudja. It starts with three sleeves from the Frangen and Dobrudja Plateau 

and flows into Lake Oltina (present-day Romania).There are 132 species of birds in 

the Bulgarian section of the Dry River - 98 of them nest here and some are 

migratory; 32 species of feathers have an unfavorable conservation status in 

Bulgaria and in Europe. 

 The Dry River valley along with its adjacent drylands, rocks and slopes 

extends from the village of Karapelit to the village of Kranovo to the north. 

Between the villages of Efreytor Bakalovo and Brestnitsa there is a system of dams 

with a length of 7-8 km. The hillsides are overgrown with oak forests, rarely a 

quercus cerris, more often mixed mixed oak and hornbeam forests. The open 

spaces around the valley are occupied by farmland and pastures, and the shores 

are overgrown with water-bearing vegetation. 

The Dry River valley is one of the five most important places in Bulgaria for 

the Red Angus, the White-tailed Buzzard, the Small Spotted Eagle and the Owl, 

where these species, protected by UNESCO, breed in significant quantities. Here 

can be also found representative breeding populations and a group of species such 

as the garden oatsarka, the blue lark, the short-lark, the forest lark, the Polish 

marsupials, the beach stone-curlew, the hawk-moth, the red-back and the black-

billed shrike. 

Near the villages of Gaber, Ognyanovo and Kapitan Dimitrovo there are 

many caves. Some of them are inhabited by bats and other mammals and birds. 

The Cara Kaya and Balaban kaya cave colonies are studies. 

 

          116. CAVED MONASTERY “GHIAUR EVLERI” 

 Coordinates: 43.82147, 27.5962 

           The most interesting cave complexes are representative for the ancient 

history of the region. These are the cave monasteries, which are the oldest not 

only in our lands, but also in Europe. They were inhabited throughout the 1st 

century AD. The monasteries are located in natural caves, some of which were 

further processed and expanded. Their largest center is between the villages of 

Balik, Onogur and Efreytor Bakalovo. “Ghiaur Evleri” is one of the biggest cave 

monastery complexes in Bulgaria and Europe. This important center of monastic 

life emerged in late Roman or early Renaissance times. It is located in the caves on 

the right bank of the Dry River, opposite the ancient fortress of Adina, in the 

village of Efreytor Bakalovo. The complex consists of a church and nine monastic 

cells, carved in the cave on three floors which are interconnected. Interesting are 
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the cross cut on the altar table in the church as well as the many carvings at the 

foot of the cave, most likely left by monks and pilgrims. 

          The central church – the katholikon, is thoroughly excavated with naos in 

the form of a square 3.10 m long and 1.90 m high. 

          At the foot there are cells and farm rooms. The monastery was used in the 

10th century, as evidenced by the ceramics at the foot of the church and a few 

fluorescent and Cyrillic inscriptions. 

Not far from Ghiaur Evleri monastery, at about 2 km. North on the right 

bank of the Dry River, there are several single hermitage cells in the Sandukli 

Maara, as well as the tomb church in which the monks were buried. The access to 

the monastery is through two docked holes, in which there were fitted wooden 

stairs. An extensive triple room with evenly cut floors, walls and ceiling is reached 

. The most Northern is a chapel with dimensions 5.77 x 2.65 x 2.00 m. To the East 

a large apse was cut, and in the Southwest corner there is a large burial chamber. 

In the next room measuring 5,50 by 6,20m were digged another three grabbing 

chambers, and in the last separated, another chamber.  

The cave monastery complex the "Tarapana" (also known as the "Face") is 

located on the right bank of the Suha River and about 300 m west of "Sandukli 

Maara". On two floors during the 5th-6th centuries four rooms were formed. On the 

lower floor there are a cell and a chapel 2.60 by 2.65 m with a niche on the 

Eastern wall. A sepulchral chamber is cut to the Northern wall. The upper floor 

includes two rooms - a cell and a chapel. The chapel is a rectangular room 

measuring 2.50 by 1.95 m. On the Eastern wall there is an arched altar niche, and 

near the Northern wall bench and a burial chamber were cut. From the chapel on a 

narrow path, we reach a triangular cell of 2.90 by 1.65 m. This cloister is was used 

by monks in the 10th century, as evident by several Cyrillic inscriptions and 

crossed-out crosses. 

 

 117. ZALDAPA FORTRESS 

Coordinates: 43.88433, 27.80925 

Address: It starts from Koriten to the village of Abrit, Kaleto area, 9407, 

Krushari municipality 

Phone: +359 57 712 024 

Zaldapa is the largest fortified ancient center in the lands of today's 

Dobrudja. It is located in the village of Kaleto, between the villages of Abrit and 

Dobrin, in Dobrich region. The place is also known with different names in the 

older publications and among the local population – such as Abtaath kale, Kaz kale, 

Dobrin kale, Dobri kale and Hissar kale and its name means cold or yellow water. 

For a long time in the archeological community, the square near the village 

of Abrit was associated with the ancient city of Abritus. Subsequently, after 

Abritus was located near Razgrad, the archaeologists connected the settlement 

with the enigmatic city of Zaldapa, long-searched by archeologists and historians 

throughout Northeastern Bulgaria and Dobrudja. Although this recent discovery 
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was made only about 7 decades ago and is reflected in modern historical 

literature, we still do not have an epigraphic confirmation of it. 

Zaldapa occupies a peninsula with a length of 1200 m. and up to 500 m 

wide. It is surrounded by deep valley from the East, North and Northwest, and 

from the West and Southwest - from sideway dale. The Northern part of the 

peninsula is a fairly flat plateau terrace, and the South part is considerably wider 

and hilly. It is guarded by a fortification wall and the ancient city was situated on 

it. Terrain studies reveal that it was densely built. Its neighbourhoods were most 

probably located in the Northern part of the peninsula, and in the valley, close to 

the East and West of the fortified territory. Since fortification system Zaldapa 

demonstrated very homogeneous appearance, it should be assumed that its 

construction was carried out within a single, and this probably relatively short 

construction campaign. The fortress wall consists of many strictly rectilinear 

sections. It has a total of 32 fortress towers of different shapes and sizes, 3 main 

and 2 smaller gates. The appearance of the fortification system clearly testifies to 

its late Roman origin. The majestic scale of Zaldapa (over 35 ha) and the 

monumental nature of the disclosed constructions leave no doubt that it should be 

included among the largest and most significant late antique urban centers in this 

part of the Balkan Peninsula. 

The first archaeological excavations in Zalda date back from 1906 to 1910 

and were carried out by K. Skorpil. Partial field surveys and observations were 

subsequently carried out. There are no complete archaeological studies. As a 

result of the archaeological excavations, only part of the fortification system, a 

civilian basilica, an early Christian church and an impressive way of building a 

reservoir were studied. 

 

1.ROMAN CITY BASILICA. 

Coordinates: 43.882946, 27.809332 

The building is located in the central part of Zalapa, south of the place 

where the two main streets of the city intersect the main gates. It is oriented to 

the south and north and has a long prolonged rectangular plan with an external 

dimension of 101 x 18 m. The building consists of three parts - two large and fully 

identical three-halls and one central premise. The central entrance is from the 

west. Its sprawling location, its impressive dimensions, and its precise construction 

suggest that it served as a center of public life in the ancient Zaldapa. 

 

2.CHRISTIAN BASILICA. 

Coordinates: 43.884357, 27.809171 

It was discovered in 1906. As per the design, the church is a three-nave one-

apse basilica with a narthex and a maximum size of 27 x 16 m. It is orientated 

east-west and is built in the style of the fortress wall and the civil basilica. Most 

likely, it dates back to the late V - early VI century or, in other words, since the 

reign of Emperor Anastasius. 
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3.WATER TANK (CISTERN). 

Coordinates: 43.886445, 27.808120  

It was discovered in 1949. It is built in the northwest foothills of the 

fortified urban area outside the fortress walls. It consists of a catchment and a 

water reservoir - a massive two-chamber building with interconnected spaces. The 

latter most likely served as sediment, and the second one was the actual reservoir 

fitted with a safety valve to prevent the water level from rising above the safe 

maximum.  

In the written records, Zalapa is mentioned with events that took place in 

the 6th century, John Antiochijski claims that this is the birthplace of Vitalian, the 

leader of the famous uprising against Emperor Anastasius, that evolved into a 5-

year civil war. The name of the city also appears in the extremely mixed up list of 

fortifications restored during the Emperor Justinian I. Moreover, Zaldapa was 

referred to as the center of the diocese, whose bishop was subordinated to the 

Metropolitan of Tomis. Later, it was important in the military action between 

Byzantium and the Avars. 

Built in the second half of the 4th century, the fortress was operational for 

about 250 years - until the decline of the city at the end of the 6th century, during 

which time it underwent several repairs and reconstructions. The great Avar 

invasion of 585 marks the beginning of the end of Zalapa. Life here continued for 

another decade, but in the last years of the 6th century the city was finally 

depopulated and dying. 

After the Zaldapa fortress we continue the journey to the village of 

Alexandria and after 5-6 km. we arrive at: 

 

118. MONASTERY "SAINT ILIYA" - THE "TEKKE" 

Coordinates: 43.90394, 27.73273 

Address: Village of Alexandria, 9404, Krushari municipality 

By the end of the last century, about 1.5 km northwest of Alexandria, 

among the centuries-old elms, there was the two-seated sanctuary Mustafa Kanaat 

- Ilia, known to the local population as the "Wooden TeKke", or the monastery "St. 

Iliya ". The legends about the existence of an ancient Christian monastery have no 

real historical basis. After the self-destruction of the monastery in the second half 

of the 20th century. a chapel and living quarters were built on the site. The 

Ayazmo was restored. 

Today the monastery "St. Ilia " serves as a center for organizing folk fairs, 

which are one of the most visited in the region of South Dobrudja. 

 

119. FOREST AND VALLEY CANARAUA FETHIYE - YORTMAC 

Coordinates: 44.06394, 27.64521 

Address: Village of Benissa, Romania 

Nature Conservation Status: Natural site of Community Importance, part of 

NATURA 2000. 
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District: Constanta 

Responsible institution: Forestry Directorate - Constanta. 

Conservation importance: Aquatic terrestrial ecosystems. Predominant 

classes of natural habitats: rivers, lakes, swamps, peatlands, natural pastures, 

steppes, crops, other arable land, deciduous forests, vines and meadows. In this 

site, 27% of the flora of Romania is represented, and the typical habitats are caves 

and marshlands, oak and hornbeam forests and limestone communities. The 

landscape of the limestone walls adjoining the hills, forests and water streams 

continues along the border with Bulgaria, where it is called the Dry River valley  

Protected species: 8 species of mammals, 4 species of amphibians and 

reptiles, 5 species of fish, 9 species of invertebrates , 2 types of plants, 20 other 

species of flora and fauna. 

Accessibility: Average on roads (DN3, DJ391A) 

 

 120. THE MONASTERY "ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST" 

Coordinates: 44.09725, 27.61105 

Address: DN3, village of Lipnitsa 907165, Romania 

Website: manastirealipnita.ro 

Phone: +40 241 856 625 

 

The newly built monastery "St. John the Baptist "is located near the village 

of Lipnitsa. Here is a piece of the relics of St. John the Baptist, St. Dasius 

Dorostolski and a copy of the miraculous icon of the Virgin Mary brought from 

Moscow. 

 

121. DERVENT MONASTERY 

Coordinates: 44.10852, 27.48094 

Address: DN3, village Galita 907224, Romania 

Website: www.dervent.ro 

Phone: +40 241 857 707 

It is located 20 km away from the Bulgarian border along the Danube river. 

The monastery is the largest in the Romanian part of Southern Dobrudja. He 

is renowned for the healing properties of "God's Stone" which is stored in a special 

chamber next to the church of the monastery. Outside the monastery there is a 

healing spring, which according to the legend St. Andrew baptized the inhabitants 

of these lands. Today, at the site of the spring, a beautiful chapel of healing water 

is built 
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